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WELCOME  FROM THE CHAIR

I am delighted to welcome the Migration Law Committee (“MLC”) and the former Military Justice Working Group 
as Section Committees. I also welcome the MLC Chair, Erskine Rodan OAM, and a barrister from Western Australia, 
Gail Archer SC, onto the Section Executive. 

The transfer of the MLC from the International Law Section (“ILS”) is the culmination of discussions that have been 
held within the Law Council over the last 12 months or so. Most of the members of the ILS Executive supported 
the transfer as it creates an opportunity for the ILS to focus on the key elements of the Law Council’s International 
Strategy. My colleagues on the Section Executive and I supported the transfer as an opportunity for this Section 
to grow its membership and work in this important and contested area of law. MLC members will find common 
interests with members of the Section’s Administrative Law Committee, as well as the Liaison Committees for 
federal courts and tribunals. The MLC is very active, and is establishing a number of sub-committees to assist in 
the delivery of its 2015 work program which is currently being developed. 

I am also delighted to welcome the Military Justice Committee, chaired by Captain Paul Willee RFD QC, as a Section 
Committee. The Section had recommended this move to the 2012–13 Review of Law Council Committees and 
Working Parties, and it has now been achieved following further consultations after the report of that Review. 
Captain Willee RFD QC is currently working with his Executive Committee liaison member, Dr Natalie Cuges, to 
establish a full contingent of Committee members.

On broader reforms within the Law Council, I am pleased that regular meetings of Section Chairs have resumed. 
The Law Council is working to strengthen collaboration across its Sections and with the Law Council Executive. 
Section Chairs’ meetings are held prior to meetings of Law Council Directors. In recent months meetings 
have discussed Section resourcing, membership numbers, fees and revenue allocation, member services, the 
submissions process, and the relationship of Sections with Constituent Body Committees. More information about 
changes underway in the Law Council is provided below in “Section News”. 

In relation to other Section Committee office-bearers, the Section Executive extends a sincere vote of thanks to 
Michael Will who has stepped down as Chair of the Administrative Law Committee after more than 10 years of 
dedicated, excellent service. Geoffrey Kennett SC has replaced him as Chair. The Executive’s sincere vote of thanks 
goes to Michael for his selfless efforts for the benefit of the profession.

The highlights of this issue include:

•  A profile of the Law Council/Federal Court of Australia Case Management Handbook and its editorial 
committee.

•  Notes on the implementation of the Federal Court of Australia’s National Court Framework starting with the 
Commercial and Corporations National Practice Area. 

• Articles and case-notes, including several discussing federal law developments such as 

 –   the causation test in shareholder class actions 

 –  former employees’ entitlements to incapacity payments under the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation 
Act 1988 (Cth), and contract-based claims under the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth).

If you would like to discuss any of the Section’s activities or other issues, please email or call me.  
My contact details are on the back page.

Happy reading!

Chris Cunningham
Chair, Federal Litigation and Dispute Resolution Section
April 2015
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The Federal Litigation and Dispute Resolution Section of the Law Council is a 
professional network for lawyers and advocacy. The Section has a strong focus on liaison 
with federal courts and tribunals, particularly in relation to effective case management, 
and the substantive legal issues arising within Section Committees’ areas of interest. The 
Section offers CPD events and publishes various informative publications. 

Each of the Law Council’s Sections contributes to achieving the “strategic pillars” of 
the Law Council’s Strategic Plan 2015–20 (legal leadership, rule of law, protecting the 
interests of the profession, and promoting the development of good laws and justice 
administration). 

In recent months, Section Committees have drafted or contributed to various Law 
Council submissions:

•  In April 2015 the Federal Circuit Court Liaison Committee (“FCCLC”) drafted a Law 
Council submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Economics’ inquiry into 
Insolvency in the Australian construction industry. The Law Council recommends 
that bankruptcy and corporate insolvency jurisdiction under Cross-Border Insolvency 
Act 2008 (Cth) and the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) be conferred on the FCCA to 
enable some matters to be determined more quickly and cost effectively than is 
currently the case. The submission also suggests that the Assistant Treasurer should 
take to the Legislative and Governance Forum for Corporations the expansion of the 
FCCA’s jurisdiction as proposed. In February 2015 FCCLC member Sally Nash had 
foreshadowed that the submission would be made in a speech for the Law Council 
welcoming the appointment of Judge Street and Judge Smith to the FCCA. 

•  In February and March various Section Committees contributed to the Law Council’s 
submission to the Australian Law Reform Commission in response to its Issues Paper 
“Traditional Rights and Freedoms – Encroachments by Commonwealth Laws”.

•  The Privileges and Immunities Committee provided input to a Law Council submission 
on the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data 
Retention) Bill 2014.

•  A submission was drafted for and lodged with the Productivity Commission’s 
Workplace Relations Inquiry, and the Law Council’s opposition to the creation of a 
new appeal mechanism in the Fair Work Commission was reported in the media. 

•  A submission is being drafted for the Senate Committee inquiry into the Safety, 
Rehabilitation and Compensation Amendments (Improving the Comcare Scheme) Bill 
2015.

•  The Section Executive met on 27 March 2015. The Law Council Secretary-General, 
Martyn Hagan, briefed the meeting on developments in the Secretariat:

•  Several policy divisions have been merged into a new reporting structure, with 
Law Council policy lawyers reporting to the new Policy Director position held by 
Matt Dunn. 

•  Relations with Constituent Body Committees should improve as resources are 
shared amongst Constituent Bodies based on the successful example of the 
Uniform Torrens Title Act project (with the LIV) and the E-conveyancing initiative 
(with the Law Society of NSW). 

•  An IT upgrade project is underway, with a new Law Council website, membership 
and submissions database and events software ‘going live’ in a staggered process 
during the year.

•  Sections are being encouraged to draft shorter submissions with clear executive 
summaries, recommendations and key issues. A new Submissions Protocol will be 
settled in coming months.
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http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/2977_-_corp_insolvency_in_Aus_Construction_Industry-FLDRS.pdf
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activities as follows:

• Membership of the Constitutional Law Committee will be settled as soon as possible.

•  John Emmerig and Bronwyn Lincoln will co-chair the Section’s new Transnational 
Litigation Committee for its first two years, with Bronwyn focussing on arbitration 
and John focussing on litigation issues.

•  Discussion will continue about the need or otherwise for a Pro Bono Litigation 
Committee.

•  Following discussion of the budget outlook and membership statistics, the Treasurer 
will consider a membership fee increase and develop recommendations for the next 
meeting in July 2015.

•  The Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”) Committee is establishing various sub-
committees to deal with issues such as arbitration, family dispute resolution, expert 
determination, hybrid procedures etc and continues to discuss the dual regulation of 
lawyer mediators.

•  The Class Actions Committee has sought information through the Law Council from 
the Attorney-General the Hon George Brandis QC about a panel on “opportunistic 
class actions”. 

•  The Section has provided $500 in sponsorship of the 2015 Negotiation Competition 
(Noot) organised by the Brisbane Registry of the Commonwealth Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal (“AAT”). 

•  The Chair of the Commonwealth Compensation and Employment Law Committee, 
Peter Woulfe, had met with AAT Deputy President Gary Humphries and Senior 
Member James Popple in February 2015.

On 19–21 March 2015 the MLC hosted a very successful Immigration Law Conference 
with high quality papers delivered to close to 200 registrants. Mr Stuart Clark, President-
elect of the Law Council delivered the welcome address alongside Erskine Rodan OAM 
and Katie Miller, President of the Law Institute of Victoria. David Wilden, a/g First 
Assistant Secretary in the Department of Immigration and Border Protection and Richard 
Niall QC delivered keynote addresses. The Section Administrator and staff in the Law 
Council’s Communications Team were pleased to assist the organising committee with 
the Conference. Planning for next year’s event is already underway. A short video of 
conference highlights is accessible on Law Council TV. 
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http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/2015_03_24_Welcome_Address_to_the_2015_CPD_Immigration_Law_Conference_FINAL.pdf
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LAW COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA / FEDERAL 
COURT OF AUSTRALIA CASE MANAGEMENT 
HANDBOOK 

The Law Council of Australia / Federal Court of Australia Case 
Management Handbook is a flagship initiative of the Section. 
It contains information, guidance, ideas and suggestions for 
the management of cases in the Federal Court of Australia. 
It is intended to capture and share the collective experiences 
of the authors and the Court in case management tools and 
techniques, and to promote best practice to assist in ensuring the 
quick, inexpensive and efficient resolution of Court proceedings. 
Secondly, and more importantly, the Handbook aims to gather 
and distil the experience of practitioners and judges alike as to the 
merits and perils of specific techniques in different contexts.

The Handbook currently comprises 14 chapters written by some of Australia’s most 
eminent lawyers on Federal Court practice. It includes topics such as identifying 
and narrowing issues, discovery of documents, evidence of witnesses, documentary 
evidence and expert evidence. Chapters on representative (or class) actions, ADR and 
interlocutory applications were included in the Handbook in 2014, and a series of other 
chapters are being drafted. The concept and content of the Handbook reflect the 
combined efforts of the Section and the Court to improve and develop approaches to 
case management. 

The Handbook, launched in 2011, arose out of the first Federal Court of Australia/Law 
Council Federal Litigation Section Case Management Workshop in 2008. Development 
of the Handbook occurred during more than 12 months’ collaboration with the Court 
in 2010–11, and it was the basis of discussion at a joint Law Council and Federal Court 
workshop in Melbourne in 2011. The Handbook was also one of the principal topics at 
the third Case Management Workshop held in Melbourne at the Federal Court in March 
2014. 

The Handbook, which aims to have more chapters added in 2015, is a living document 
which will be reviewed and updated as need arises. It is accessible via a Law Council 
webpage and through the Law and Practice section of the Federal Court’s website. 

PROFILES – EDITORIAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The editorial committee for the Handbook comprises the Hon Dr Kevin Lindgren AM QC 
FAAL, John Sheahan SC FAAL, Simon Daley PSM FAAL, Kanaga Dharmananda SC FAAL 
and Philip Crutchfield QC.

The Hon Dr Kevin Lindgren AM QC FAAL

The Hon Dr Kevin Lindgren AM QC FAAL brings to the 
Handbook editorial committee his knowledge and experience 
as a Justice of the Federal Court of Australia for 16 years 
(1994–2010) and his experience as Chair for many years of 
the Federal Court’s Rules Committee. Kevin was also President 
of the Copyright Tribunal of Australia 2000–07. Over the years, 
Kevin has been the author of several books and numerous 

articles and conference papers, generally in the area of commercial law and litigation. 
After reaching the statutory retirement age, Kevin has kept himself busy with arbitration, 
mediation and other ADR work. His writing activity includes being General Editor and 
one of the authors of LexisNexis’s High Court and Federal Court Practice and Federal 
Civil Litigation Precedents. In an earlier life, Kevin was successively a solicitor, and 
academic and a barrister. At the time of his appointment to the Federal Court he was 
practising at the Bar in Sydney, chiefly in the Equity/Commercial Law area. Dr Lindgren 
is a member of both the Business Law Section and the Federal Litigation and Dispute 
Resolution Section. Kevin is the President of the Australian Academy of Law.

CASE MANAGEMENT 
HANDBOOK

Law Council of Australia / Federal Court of Australia

FEDERAL COURT
OF AUSTRALIA

http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/index.php/case-management-handbook
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/index.php/case-management-handbook
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/case-management-handbook
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
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John Sheahan SC FAAL

John Sheahan QC FAAL practises widely in private and public 
law matters, with a focus on complex commercial litigation. 
He took silk in 1997, three years after joining the NSW Bar. 
He has practiced at the Queensland Bar since 1984. He was 
senior counsel assisting in the Commission of Inquiry into 
the Medical Research and Compensation Foundation (the 
James Hardie Inquiry). In 2014 he was appointed a member 

of the Takeovers Panel. He appears in class actions and representative proceedings, and 
matters arising in banking, securities and insolvency, competition and trade practices, 
competition, breach of confidence, misleading and deceptive conduct, corporate and 
commercial and commercial insurance matters. John graduated in 1985 from the 
University of Queensland with an LLB (Hons) having completed a BA in 1982. John is is a 
fellow of the Australian Academy of Law.

Simon Daley PSM FAAL

Simon Daley PSM FAAL has been a moving force behind 
the Handbook.  He is the Chief Solicitor Dispute Resolution 
with the Australian Government Solicitor (“AGS”) and has 
professional responsibility for AGS’s Dispute Resolution 
practice nationally. He has over 25 years’ experience across 
government practice, with a particular focus in regulation, 
law enforcement, revenue and assisting with the conduct of 

inquiries. Simon has led many teams handling large and complex matters, including the 
legal team which assisted the HIH Royal Commission.  He is currently leading a team of 
lawyers handling Australia’s defence of an international investor State arbitration which 
challenges the Tobacco Plain Packaging legislation.

Simon has been a Section member since 1995 and a member of the Executive since that 
time. Simon was Chair of the Section 2008–12.

In 2003, Simon was awarded the inaugural Australian Government Lawyer of the Year 
Award by the Australian Corporate Lawyers Association in recognition of his work as 
Principal Solicitor Assisting the HIH Royal Commission and extensive background in 
advising and conducting litigation for Commonwealth agencies.

In 2013, Simon was the recipient of the Public Service Medal for “outstanding public 
service to the Commonwealth through leadership of the Australian Government 
Solicitor’s National Dispute Resolution practice, and for outstanding service to the 
Australian community through contribution to the development of the law and legal 
practice in Australia”.

Simon is is a fellow of the Australian Academy of Law.

Kanaga Dharmananda SC FAAL

Kanaga Dharmananda SC has been involved in the 
development of the Handbook since 2014. He is a Senior 
Counsel at Francis Burt Chambers, Perth, and a member 
of Fountain Court Chambers, London, and Singapore. He 
practises as a commercial barrister in the areas of energy and 
resources disputes, international commercial arbitration, and 
finance and insolvency matters and acts as an arbitrator in 

a range of commercial disputes. He has experience in schemes of arrangement, cross-
border disputes, and major project litigation. He also teaches international commercial 
arbitration at the University of Western Australia Law School. Kanaga edits a series of 
reports, the Australian Resources Law Reports, and is on the board of the Australian 
Resources and Energy Law Journal. Before joining the bar, he was, variously, a partner in 
a national law firm, counsel with the United Nations, counsel with Mitsubishi Corporation 
in Tokyo, and with law firms in Singapore, Malaysia, and Sri Lanka.

Kanaga is is a fellow of the Australian Academy of Law.
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Philip Crutchfield QC

Philip Crutchfield QC, a barrister on Dever’s List in the Owen 
Dixon Chambers of the Victorian Bar, took silk in 2009. He is 
the President of the Commercial Bar Association of Victoria 
(CommBar), a member of the Melbourne University Law 
School Foundation Board, and has been a Senior Fellow in 
the Law Faculty of the University of Melbourne. In 1991 
he received his Masters of Law from the London School of 

Economics, and spent the next two years working as a UK qualified solicitor with a City 
of London law firm. Philip was admitted to the Mallesons Stephen Jaques partnership on 
1 January 1996, and resigned in August 1998 to join the Victorian Bar. He completed 
his Articles at Mallesons Stephen Jacques in 1987 after graduating with Commerce and 
Honours Law Degrees from the University of Melbourne, and was admitted in 1988. His 
professional affiliations include membership of the Law Council of Australia Corporations 
and Insolvency and Reconstruction Committees. 

ADR IN THE FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA
The Handbook chapter on Alternative Dispute Resolution provides an example of the 
quality of the publication. The chapter includes content on:

•  how ADR is defined in the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) (“FCAA”) and the 
Federal Court Rules 2011 (“FCRs”) and its broader statutory framework

• issues of consent and court orders

• when matters are best referred to mediation 

• mediators’ reports to the Court about court-ordered mediation 

• mediation agreements and costs

• arbitration

• rules regulating references to arbitration

• the interaction between the FCCA, FCRs, arbitral legislation and arbitral rules

• features of Court-annexed arbitration

• international arbitration and the Court’s jurisdiction

• staying curial proceedings in favour of arbitration

• the enforcement of awards

• setting aside awards

• the power of the Court in supporting arbitration

• other forms of ADR in the Court such as case management conferences.

The contributors to the chapter were the Hon Dr Kevin Lindgren AM QC FAAL, the Chair 
of the Law Council’s ADR Committees, Mary Walker, and members of the Section’s ADR 
Committee, Ian Bloemendal, Joanne Staugas and Scott Ellis.

The Federal Court has been a long-time supporter of ADR. In 2014 it produced a DVD 
entitled ‘Mediation in the Federal Court of Australia”, a copy of which may be requested 
from the Court.
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HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA NEWS
Practice Direction No 1 of 2015

The High Court issued Practice Direction No 1 of 2015 – Authorities on 2 January 
2015 in relation to applications for leave or special leave to appeal and applications for 
removal (other than applications for leave or special leave referred to an enlarged Court 
for hearing as if on appeal): www.hcourt.gov.au/assets/registry/practice-directions/
P-D_1-2015.pdf

Judicial appointments and retirements

The Hon Justice Michelle Gordon

The Commonwealth Attorney-General, the Hon George Brandis 
QC, recently announced the appointment of the Hon Justice 
Michelle Gordon, a Justice of the Federal Court of Australia, to 
the High Court of Australia. Justice Gordon has a distinguished 
career in the law and will be sworn in as a Justice of the 
High Court on 9 June 2015. Justice Gordon will replace the 
Hon Justice Kenneth Hayne AC, who will reach the statutory 
retirement age on 5 June 2015.

The Hon Justice Geoffrey Nettle

The Hon Justice Geoffrey Nettle was sworn in as a Justice of 
the High Court in Canberra on 3 February 2015. Law Council 
President Duncan McConnel delivered a congratulatory 
address at the ceremonial sitting of the Court. Justice Nettle 
had been a judge of the Victorian Court of Appeal since June 
2004 and a judge of the Trial Division of the Supreme Court 
of Victoria 2002–04. He was appointed a Queen’s Counsel 
in 1992, after joining the Bar in 1982. He practised mainly 

in commercial, equity, taxation and constitutional matters in state and federal courts. 
He graduated in economics from the Australian National University, in law from the 
University of Melbourne and as a Bachelor of Civil Law from the University of Oxford.

High Court Public Lecture 2015 

The Hon Justice Kenneth Hayne AC will introduce Professor Paul Brand who will deliver 
a public lecture on the topic the “Magna Carta and the Development of the Common 
Law” on 13 May 2015 at 6pm in Courtroom 1 of the High Court of Australia in Canberra. 
Make a Booking.

Appointments 

On 11 December 2014 the Attorney-General the Hon George Brandis QC announced the 
appointment to the Federal Court of Australia of the Hon Justice James Edelman. His 
Honour will be based in Brisbane from 20 April 2015 and will fill the vacancy left on the 
retirement of the Hon Justice Peter Jacobson. Justice Edelman had served as a judge of 
the Supreme Court of Western Australia since 2011.

Selection of Judicial speeches

21 March 2015: Chief Justice French AC presented at the Chartered Institute of 
Arbitrators Centenary Conference, Honk Kong: “ISDS — Litigating the Judiciary”. www.
hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac

15 March 2015: Justice Rares presented a paper at the AIJA Cultural Diversity and the 
Law conference in Sydney on “Open and accessible courts: Community engagement, 
public education and awareness”. A revised version appears - www.fedcourt.gov.au/
publications/judges-speeches/justice-rares/rares-j-20150313

14 March 2015: Chief Justice French AC presented a paper at the Cultural Diversity and 
the Law Conference in Sydney on “Equal Justice and Cultural Diversity — The General 
Meets the Particular”. www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-
by-chief-justice-french-ac

13 March 2015: Justice Perry and Kristen Zornada presented a paper at the AIJA Cultural 
Diversity and the Law Conference in Sydney (Panel on Working with Interpreters) on 
“Working with interpreters: Judicial perspectives”. www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/
judges-speeches/justice-perry/perry-j-20150313
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http://www.hcourt.gov.au/assets/registry/practice-directions/P-D_1-2015.pdf
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/assets/registry/practice-directions/P-D_1-2015.pdf
http://www.attorneygeneral.gov.au/Mediareleases/Pages/2015/SecondQuarter/14-April-2015-Appointment-of-the-Honourable-Michelle-Gordon-to-the-High-Court-of-Australia.aspx
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/Ceremonial_sitting_of_the_High_Court_of_Australia_swearing_in_of_the_Honourable_Geoffrey_Nettle_QC.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/Ceremonial_sitting_of_the_High_Court_of_Australia_swearing_in_of_the_Honourable_Geoffrey_Nettle_QC.pdf
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/assets/publications/events/HCA-public-lecture-130515.pdf
https://www.gobookings.com/go.asp?go=05311136474831&dDate=2015-05-13
http://www.attorneygeneral.gov.au/Mediareleases/Pages/2014/FourthQuarter/11December2014-AppointmentsToTheFederalJudiciary.aspx
http://www.attorneygeneral.gov.au/Mediareleases/Pages/2014/FourthQuarter/11December2014-AppointmentsToTheFederalJudiciary.aspx
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-rares/rares-j-20150313
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-rares/rares-j-20150313
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-perry/perry-j-20150313
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-perry/perry-j-20150313
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26 February 2015: Chief Justice French AC delivered the Bannerman Lecture, Sydney 
– “The Moving Finger Writes and, Having Writ, Rewrites”. www.hcourt.gov.au/
publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac

25 February 2015: Chief Justice Allsop AO gave a speech to the National Commercial 
Law Seminar, Monash University, entitled: “ Australia – a vital commercial hub in the 
Asia Pacific region: the importance of and challenges for Australian commercial courts 
and arbitral institutions”. www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/chief-
justice-allsop/allsop-cj-20150225

12 February 2015: Justice Barker presented at the ANU’s Centre for Native Title 
Anthropology/Native Title Services, Victoria, on “Alternative pathways to outcomes 
in Native Title anthropology”. www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/
justice-barker/barker-j-20150219

6 February 2015: Justice Marshall delivered a Keynote Address to the National Wellness 
for Law Forum 2015 on “Depression: an issue in the study of law”. www.fedcourt.gov.
au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-marshall/marshall-j-201502

27 November 2014: Chief Justice French AC delivered the Robin Cooke Lecture, 
Wellington, New Zealand on “Common Law Constitutionalism”. www.hcourt.gov.au/
publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac

6 November 2014: Justice Logan delivered a paper at the Tax Institute’s 22nd National 
Tax Intensive Retreat, at Noosa on “ Deductions – Revenue v capital – What’s good 
for the goose is good for the gander?”. www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-
speeches/justice-logan/logan-j-20141106

24 October 2014: Chief Justice French AC presented a paper on “Statutory Interpretation 
in Australia” at University House, Australian National University, Canberra. www.hcourt.
gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac

September 2014: Justice Kiefel AC presented a paper to the International Malaysia Law 
Conference, Kuala Lumpur on “Actions for negligence against barristers in England and 
Australia”. www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-justice-
kiefel

FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA NEWS
National Court Framework 

The Court has begun implementing the National Court Framework (“NCF”) starting with 
the Commercial and Corporations National Practice Area (“NPA”) from Monday  
16 February 2015. Information is available Federal Court website: www.fedcourt.gov.
au/law-and-practice/national-court-framework/commercial-and-corporations-npa as 
follows

•  Interim Practice Note: NCF 1 - National Court Framework and Case Management 
This interim Practice Note sets out the fundamental principles concerning the national 
framework, together with key principles of case management procedure for the 
Commercial and Corporations National Practice Area only.

•  National Administrative Notice: NAT 1 - Commercial and Corporations National 
Practice Area 
Practitioners should apply the principles and requirements set out in this National 
Administrative Notice when dealing with Commercial and Corporations matters within 
the Court nationally. The National Administrative Notice will remain in place until the 
final Commercial and Corporations NCF Practice Note is issued.

A list of all Commercial and Corporations NPA Judges is available on the Court’s website. 

The Court expects all parties and practitioners, in accordance with the overarching 
purpose set out in the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (ss 37M and 37N), to 
participate in the case management of commercial and corporations matters so as 
they will be dealt with as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently as possible. This includes 
participating in good faith in alternative dispute resolution processes such as mediations 
and confidential conferences, which the Court will actively encourage and facilitate. 
Initial case management hearings will focus on minimising the areas of dispute, 
minimising discovery and evidence processes, and ensuring the matter is ready for trial 
at the earliest appropriate time.

Commercial and Corporations Duty processes will now take place by practitioners liaising 
with Commercial and Corporations Duty Judge’s Chambers directly, to ensure that 
genuinely urgent matters are heard by dedicated Commercial and Corporations Duty 
Judges as soon as practicable and with a view to addressing the special issues arising 
in each matter and the needs of the parties. Self-represented litigants will be directed 
to the registry NCF Co-ordinator rather than to Judge’s Chambers, who will assist them 
through the application process efficiently.
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http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/chief-justice-allsop/allsop-cj-20150225
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/chief-justice-allsop/allsop-cj-20150225
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-perry/perry-j-20150313
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-perry/perry-j-20150313
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-marshall/marshall-j-201502
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-marshall/marshall-j-201502
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-logan/logan-j-20141106
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/publications/judges-speeches/justice-logan/logan-j-20141106
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-chief-justice-french-ac
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-justice-kiefel
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications/speeches/current/speeches-by-justice-kiefel
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/national-court-framework/commercial-and-corporations-npa
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/national-court-framework/commercial-and-corporations-npa
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practice-notes/ncf1
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/administrative-notices/nat1
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/administrative-notices/nat1
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/national-court-framework/commercial-and-corporations-npa-judges
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Until the final Commercial and Corporations Practice Note is issued, practitioners should 
take account of the practice documents below when dealing with Commercial and 
Corporations matters within the Court nationally.

Related Practice Notes

The following existing Practice Notes continue to apply unaffected by the new practice 
documents:

•  Practice Note CORP 1 – Interlocutory Process And Pleadings In Corporations 
Matters

•  Practice Note CORP 2 – Cross-Border Insolvency - Cooperation with Foreign 
Courts or Foreign Representatives

• Practice Note CORP 3 – Schemes of arrangement

Practitioners can Subscribe to the Court’s Practice News to receive updates about the 
National Court Framework. For queries, please email query@fedcourt.gov.au.

FAMILY COURT OF AUSTRALIA 
NEWS
The Hon Justice Graham Bell has retired. Ian Brown, an Executive Member of the Law 
Council, delivered a speech for the Law Council at a ceremonial sitting of the Family 
Court of Australia to mark the retirement of the Hon Justice Graham Bell in Brisbane on 
20 January 2015. 

FEDERAL CIRCUIT COURT  
OF AUSTRALIA NEWS
On 1 April 2015 the Federal Circuit Court introduced a new Practice Direction No 1 of 
2015 regarding the forms of judgment to be handed up to the court. Neutral citations 
must be provided if the judgment has such a citation. Other citations for the judgment 
may be provided in addition. If the judgment is included in a series of authorised reports, 
the authorised report citation should be provided as an additional citation. When 
providing a copy of a judgment to the Court, parties are required to check that the copy 
provided has not been replaced by any more recent copy of the judgment. This may be 
achieved by use of the updating facility provided in electronic copies of the “Signed by 
AustLII” judgments, or by equivalent means. 

The Federal Courts Legislation Amendment Act 2015 (Cth) was assented to on 25 
February 2015. It amends the Federal Circuit Court of Australia Act 1999 (Cth). The 
amending Act provides the Federal Circuit Court of Australia with jurisdiction in relation 
to certain tenancy disputes; and enables additional jurisdiction in relation to tenancy 
disputes to which the Commonwealth is a party (to be conferred on the FCCA by 
delegated legislation).

On 11 December 2014 the Attorney-General the Hon George Brandis QC announced the 
appointment of four barristers to the FCCA:

•  Mr Alexander (Sandy) Street SC, to commence in the Sydney registry on  
1 January 2015

• Mr Salvatore Vasta, to commence in the Brisbane registry on 1 January 2015

• Mr Ian Newbrun, to commence in the Sydney registry on 4 February 2015, and

• Mr Justin Smith SC, to commence in the Parramatta registry on 27 January 2015.

As noted above:

In February 2015 FCCLC member Sally Nash delivered the speech for the Law Council 
welcoming the appointment of Judge Street and Judge Smith to the FCC.

In April 2015 the Federal Circuit Court Liaison Committee (“FCCLC”) drafted a Law 
Council submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Economics’ inquiry into 
Insolvency in the Australian construction industry recommending that bankruptcy and 
corporate insolvency jurisdiction under Cross-Border Insolvency Act 2008 (Cth) and the 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) be conferred on the FCC.
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http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practice-notes/corp1
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practice-notes/corp1
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practice-notes/corp2
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practice-notes/corp2
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practice-notes/corp3
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/subscribe
mailto:query@fedcourt.gov.au
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/2015_02_20_Ceremonial_sitting_of_the_Family_Court_of_Australia_new.pdf
http://federalcircuitcourt.gov.au/practice/html/012015.html
http://federalcircuitcourt.gov.au/practice/html/012015.html
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/2015_02_19_Ceremonial_Sitting_speech.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/2977_-_corp_insolvency_in_Aus_Construction_Industry-FLDRS.pdf
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS TRIBUNAL  
(AAT) NEWS

New Practice Direction, Taxation of Costs

On 10 April 2015 the AAT issued a Practice Direction which set out the procedures to apply 
when the Tribunal orders that a party to a proceeding pay the costs incurred by another 
party: www.aat.gov.au/LawAndPractice.htm

New Registrar

Ms Sian Leathem has been appointed Registrar of the AAT for a five-year term 
commencing 7 April 2015.

The following reappointments and appointments to the AAT were announced by the 
Attorney General on 11 December 2014:

•  Mr Gary Humphries was appointed as a full-time Deputy President 1 January 2015 –  
31 December 2019.

•  Dr James Popple was appointed as a full-time Senior Member 1 January 2015 –  
31 December 2017. 

•  Associate Professor Peter McDermott RFD was reappointed as a full-time Senior 
Member 15 February 2015 – 14 February 2018.

•  Ms Geri Ettinger reappointed as a part-time Senior Member 26 January 2015 –  
25 January 2016.

•  Mr Francis (Frank) O’Loughlin reappointed as a part-time Senior Member  
17 January 2015 – 16 January 2017.

•  Dr Gordon Hughes reappointed as a part-time Member 17 January 2015 –  
16 January 2017.

•  Dr Ion Alexander reappointed as a part-time Member 26 January 2015 –  
25 January 2017.

Short biographies are available online. 

As noted above, the Section had provided $500 in sponsorship of the 2015 Negotiation 
Competition (“Noot”) organised by the AAT’s Brisbane Registry. 

As noted below, AA President, the Hon Justice Duncan Kerr Chev LH, will chair the next 
Hot Topics in Commonwealth Compensation CPD and networking seminar on Friday  
22 May 2015, AAT Registry, Level 16, HWT Tower, Southgate, 40 City Road, Southbank, 
Melbourne, 8.30am for 9–1pm. Online registrations are open.

NATIONAL NATIVE TITLE  
TRIBUNAL (NNTT) NEWS

Commonwealth, state and territory ministers responsible for native title met issued a 
Communiqué after their meeting in Brisbane on 16 December 2014 focussed on ways 
to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the native title system for the benefit 
of native title holders, Indigenous people, land owners, local communities and other 
stakeholders. Ministers acknowledged the establishment on 10 October 2014 of  
a COAG Investigation into Indigenous land use and land administration. That 
investigation will now report to COAG in late 2015. The future of financial 
arrangements in respect of native title between the Commonwealth and the states and 
territories is also likely to be discussed in 2015. 

The 2015 Annual National Native Title Conference, co-convened by the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies and Cape York Land Council 
will be held 16–18 June 2015 on the traditional lands of the Kuku Yalanji people at the 
Sheraton Mirage Port Douglas Resort in Port Douglas Queensland.  
Email: ntconference@aiatsis.gov.au

http://www.aat.gov.au/LawAndPractice.htm
http://www.attorneygeneral.gov.au/Mediareleases/Pages/2014/FourthQuarter/11December2014-AppointmentsToTheAdministrativeAppealsTribunal.aspx
https://www4.eventsinteractive.com/lawcouncil/getdemo.ei?id=410474&s=_5D00Q6HL1
http://www.dpmc.gov.au/indigenous-affairs/about/jobs-land-and-economy-programme/coag-land-investigation
https://www.coag.gov.au/sites/default/files/COAG Communique 17 April 2015.pdf
http://aiatsis.gov.au/news-and-events/events/national-native-title-conference-2015
mailto:ntconference@aiatsis.gov.au
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one NO RELIANCE NECESSARY FOR SHAREHOLDER 
CLASS ACTIONS?
by John Emmerig and Michael Legg1

A key battleground in shareholder class actions in Australia is causation. Increasingly, 
plaintiffs have sought to argue that the proper causation standard for these claims 
should not be direct or individual reliance in shareholder claims (the most difficult 
causation hurdle to jump) but indirect or market-based reliance (a lower hurdle). 
However, a lower hurdle for causation in shareholder claims comes with a significant 
commercial and social price. The Harvard Law Review described the development of 
“dispensing with proof of individualized reliance” in the US as “fuel[ing] a multibillion 
dollar shareholder class action industry”.2 Do we want the same to occur here? Some 
recent cases in Australia suggest that indirect reliance may be gaining acceptance.

Most Australian shareholder class actions have relied on alleged contraventions of the 
continuous disclosure regime in chapter 6CA of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) which 
contains ‘financial services civil penalty provisions’ or the prohibitions on misleading or 
deceptive conduct, most notably s 1041H of the Corporations Act and s 12DA of the 
ASIC Act.

Contravention of these provisions gives rise to an ability to seek damages or 
compensation. The statutory wording of ‘resulted from’, ‘by’ and ‘because’ that is used 
in the relevant provisions3 has been interpreted as necessitating proof of causation.4

Direct reliance is the traditional or conventional test for causation involving statutory 
misleading conduct i.e. no direct reliance, no right to recovery. In the shareholder class 
action context, such a test would require each group member to prove that they relied 
on a company’s misleading disclosure in deciding to buy securities. 

Plaintiffs’ lawyers and litigation funders dislike the test because it makes recovery more 
onerous, and potentially reduces the size of the investor pool who can recover. Their 
preferred alternative – indirect reliance – is premised on the argument that it should 
be sufficient for investors to recover if the market is misled or uninformed when the 
investor trades. Reliance by investors is therefore indirect or, on the widest formulation 
of the argument, deemed.

A small group of recent cases has shown some early signs of a greater tolerance for 
the indirect reliance approach. This includes recent challenges by defendants to indirect 
reliance pleadings in two class actions (involving Downer EDI Limited and Arasor 
International Limited respectively) which survived summary judgment and strike out 
applications.5 But the impact of both matters on the causation debate can to some 
degree be discounted because the defendants’ bore the usual higher burden of proof 
on these early disposal applications compared to the standard burden applicable at 
the trial stage. In contrast, the Federal Court’s observations on indirect reliance in the 
“Greek tragedy” (the judge’s words) of the Babcock & Brown shareholder litigation are 
raising more attention because they were made in the context of a final, rather than 
interlocutory judgment.6 

The history of Babcock & Brown’s fall is well known – with shares trading as high 
as $34.63 before being suspended from trading with the share price at 33 cents. 
The plaintiff shareholders sued for their alleged investment losses and relied on 
contraventions of the continuous disclosure regime. Their claim was ultimately 
unsuccessful but, in the course of the trial, the issue of what causation test should 
apply to market non-disclosure claims was argued. Babcock & Brown submitted that the 
plaintiff shareholders could not succeed unless direct reliance was shown. Conversely, 
the plaintiff shareholders asserted that they were entitled to recover on a theory of 
indirect causation and that they did not each need to prove individual reliance to jump 
the causation hurdle.

1   John Emmerig, Partner at Jones Day and head of its Australasian class action defence practice. Michael 
Legg is an Associate Professor, UNSW Law, and Counsel, Jones Day. 

2   “Class Actions – Presumption of Reliance Under SEC Rule 10B–5 – Halliburton Co v Erica P John Fund Inc” 
(2014) 128 Harvard Law Review 291.

3   Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) ss 1041I (by), 1317HA(1) (resulted from), 1325(2) (because); ASIC Act 2001 
(Cth) s 12GF (by). 

4  Wardley Australia Ltd v Western Australia (1992) 175 CLR 514, 525 (Mason CJ).
5   Camping Warehouse Australia Pty Ltd v Downer EDI Ltd [2014] VSC 357; Caason Investments Pty Limited 

v Cao [2014] FCA 1410.
6  Grant-Taylor v Babcock & Brown Limited (In Liquidation) [2015] FCA 149.
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As events transpired, because of the grounds on which the plaintiffs failed, the Federal 
Court concluded it was unnecessary for it to rule on which causation test should apply. 
Nonetheless, the judge (in obiter) expressed the view that if had been necessary to rule, 
it was likely the court would have accepted indirect reliance as the relevant causation 
standard. The court indicated that, with qualifications, it would accept that “a party 
who acquires shares on a stock exchange can recover compensation for price inflation 
arising from a failure to disclose material required by [the continuous disclosure regime] 
to be disclosed”.7 The qualifications included that the relevant statement or omission 
must be material or have a price effect (a precursor to disclosure being required) and 
that a plaintiff shareholder could not recover if it knew of the misleading nature of the 
alleged conduct. 

The observations in Babcock & Brown on indirect reliance are obiter and not binding 
on subsequent courts. That said, the recent decisions – including this one – provoke 
two lines of debate and reflection. First, is it desirable that the test for shareholder 
class actions be set at less than a direct reliance level? And, secondly, is the question of 
what test should apply best left to the courts to determine (with attendant delay, cost 
and uncertainty while relevant test cases work their way through the first instance and 
appellate courts) or should clarity be introduced through legislation to put the position 
beyond doubt. 

7  Grant-Taylor v Babcock & Brown Limited (In Liquidation) [2015] FCA 149, [220].
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If you are interested in representative proceedings / class actions, a new 
chapter in the Federal Court Case Management Handbook by  
Ben Slade, John Emmerig and Associate Professor Michael Legg is worth 
a read. 

http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/FEDLIT/images/pdfs/CaseManagementHandbook.pdf
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FORMER EMPLOYEES’ ENTITLEMENT TO 
INCAPACITY PAYMENTS UNDER THE SAFETY, 
REHABILITATION AND COMPENSATION ACT 
1988 (CTH)
by Thena Kyprianou1

Introduction

The Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (“SRC Act”) makes provision for 
the calculation of an injured employee’s entitlement to incapacity payments where the 
employee has ceased employment with the Commonwealth or a licensed corporation 
(former employees). Calculation of incapacity payments in accordance with the formula 
provided by the SRC Act becomes more troublesome when a partially incapacitated 
former employee decides to engage in self-employment. 

This article examines the different provisions made for former employees in determining 
their normal weekly earnings (“NEW”) and the approach the Full Federal Court has 
taken in carrying out this task in the decision of Comcare v Simmons [2014] FCAFC 4 
(13 February 2014). The article then examines different methodologies employed by 
courts in calculating a self-employed former employee’s actual earnings. The paper 
does not deal with ss 20 and 21 of the SRC Act which provide for former employees’ 
entitlements to incapacity to be adjusted when the former employees are in receipt of 
superannuation benefits following their retirement from Commonwealth employment.

Legislative framework

Section 19 of the SRC Act sets out the formula for determining the amount of 
compensation payable to an employee for incapacity payments. The formula provided by 
s 19 is NEW–AE where:

(a)  NWE is the amount of the employee’s normal weekly earnings; and

(b)  AE is the greater of the following amounts:

  (i)  the amount per week (if any) that the employee is able to earn in suitable 
employment;

  (ii)  the amount per week (if any) that the employee earns from any employment 
(including self-employment) that is undertaken by the employee during that 
week.

Section 4 of the Act defines ‘suitable employment’ where an employee is no longer 
employed by the Commonwealth as any employment (including self-employment, 
having regard to the matters specified in subparagraphs (a)(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). The 
factors which are set out in paragraph (a) are the employee’s age, experience, training, 
language and other skills, the employee’s suitability for rehabilitation or vocational 
training, whether it is reasonable to require the employee to change his place of 
residence where employment is available in another place, and any other relevant 
matter. 

Section 9 of the SRC Act provides that for the purposes of calculating the NWE of a 
former employee before an injury, the relevant period is the two weeks before the 
date of the injury during which the employee was continuously employed by the 
Commonwealth. Section 8 of the SRC Act provides the method by which NWE of an 
employee are to be calculated.

NWE for former employees and the Simmons Case

Subsection 8(1) and ss 8(2) provide the formula which is to be applied in calculating 
an injured employee’s NWE. The formula under these two subsections is the same for 
current and former employees. It provides that the average number of hours worked 
in each week by the employee during the relevant period should be multiplied by the 
average hourly ordinary time-rate of pay during that period and added to allowances 
payable to the employee during the relevant period. In accordance with ss 8(2) regular 
overtime worked by the employee during the relevant period is also added to the 
formula.

1   Senior Executive Lawyer, Australian Government Solicitor. This article extracts text from the paper Ms 
Kyprianou presented at the 2014 Hot Topics in Commonwealth Compensation seminars in Melbourne and 
Sydney. 
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Subsections 8(3) to (6) provide for various adjustments of the formula provided in ss (1) 
and (2). The general aim of ss (3) to (6) is to ensure that no unfairness is caused to the 
employee by applying the basic formula which relies on what the employee was earning 
two weeks before the injury. Subsections (3) to (6) and ss (8) apply to both ongoing and 
former employees. 

Subsection (7) applies only to ongoing employees in circumstances where the ongoing 
employee is promoted after their injury. Subsections (9) and (9A) also only apply to 
ongoing employees. Subsection (9A) provides that if, by operation of a law, an award, 
an industrial agreement etc., there is an increase to the wages received by the class 
of employees the injured employee belongs to, then his/her NWE would increase 
accordingly.

Subsections (9B) to (9D) deal with NWE of former employees. They provide for an 
increase in a former employee’s NWE by reference to annual indexation. The Explanatory 
Memorandum accompanying the amendments explained that the change was made 
necessary by the ‘increasingly decentralised nature of wage fixing’.2 They provide an 
alternative method of increasing the NWE of former employees to that provided for 
ongoing employees by ss (9) and (9A).

Subsection (9E) to (9G) were introduced into the SRC Act on 13 April 2007 and deal with 
current employees’ NWE increases by reference to a prescribed index in circumstances 
where the group of the employees they belonged to prior to their injury had no 
increases.

Subsection 8(10) provides a cap for the calculations of NWE for both former and 
ongoing employees. While ss (3) to (9G) by and large aim to ensure that an injured 
employee’s likely earnings remain at the same level that he/she would have earned had 
he/she not been injured, ss (10) purports to ensure that employees do not receive more 
compensation than they would have received had they not been incapacitated for work. 
Subparagraph (b) of s 8(10) deals with former employees. It provides:

 (10)  If the amount of the NWE of an employee before an injury is calculated under 
the preceding subsections, would exceed:

   (a) …

   (b)    where an employee has ceased to be employed by the Commonwealth or a 
licensed corporation – whichever is the greater of the following amounts:

    (i)  the amount per week of the earnings that the employee would receive 
if he or she had continued to be employed by the Commonwealth or the 
licensed corporation in the employment in which he or she was engaged 
at the date of the injury;

    (ii)  the amount per week of the earnings that the employee would receive 
if he or she had continued to be employed by the Commonwealth or the 
licensed corporation in the employment in which he or she was engaged 
at the date on which the employment by the Commonwealth or a 
licensed corporation ceased;

     the amount so calculated shall be reduced by the amount of the excess.

Subsection (10) aims to prevent an employee from receiving a windfall. 

The Simmons decision

Mr Simmons was employed by the Commonwealth in the Operational Response Group 
(ORG) of the Australian Federal Police (AFP), in Canberra. That employment entitled him 
to a base salary plus an allowance of $20,000 per annum, known as the ORG allowance. 
He injured his arm in the course of that employment. The injury rendered him partially 
incapacitated.

On 8 February 2010 Mr Simmons transferred from ORG to the counter-terrorism unit in 
Sydney. It was common ground that Mr Simmons’ injury was such that it rendered him 
incapacitated for operational duties with ORG. The AFP did, however, offer Mr Simmons 
a position within ORG which did not require him to engage in full operational tasks. He 
rejected that position as it was his preference to move to Newport in Sydney where he 
had recently acquired a house and so that he could be closer to his daughter. When he 
moved to Sydney he was informed by the AFP that his ORG allowance would no longer 

2  Initially the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Regulations 2002 prescribed the wage cost index, 
Australia (total hourly rates of pay excluding bonuses/all Australia/all industry/all occupations) published by 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics for the purpose of calculating former employees’ NWE. However, on 27 
June 2008 the Regulations were amended and substituted the wage cost index with the wage price increase 
as the reference by which NWE for former employees would increase from 1 July 2008 and NWE for former 
employees would increase based on any increases in the wage price increase for the year ending with the 
previous December quarter.
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be payable to him. From the time he moved to the counter-terrorism unit Comcare 
reduced his NWE by $648 per week. In August 2011 he ceased his employment with the 
Commonwealth and transferred to the NSW Police Service. 

Mr Simmons applied to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (the Tribunal) for a review 
of the decision not to include his ORG allowance in his NWE. The Tribunal found that 
Mr Simmons transferred his employment from Canberra to Sydney for personal reasons 
and that the contemporaneous evidence did not support his assertion that his transfer 
to Sydney was necessitated by his compensable condition. The Tribunal therefore 
confirmed the reviewable decision and found that Mr Simmons’ NWE excluded the ORG 
allowance from 8 February 2010 when he transferred to the counter-terrorism unit. The 
Tribunal further found that Mr Simmons was not entitled to the allowance either under  
s 8(10)(a) or s 8(10)(b).

Mr Simmons appealed the decision to the Federal Court. Rares J held that for the 
purposes of s 8(10)(a) the calculation of Mr Simmons’ NWE from 8 February 2010 to 
2 August 2011 was not to include the ORG allowance. However, for the purposes of 
s 8(10)(b)(i) as at 3 August 2011 the calculation was to include the ORG allowance. 
For the purposes of s 8(10)(b)(ii) the ORG allowance was not to be included. Comcare 
appealed the decision on the basis that the primary judge erred in his construction of  
s 8(10)(b)(i). Mr Simmons cross-appealed the decision on the basis that the primary 
judge erred in his construction of s 8(10)(a).

The Full Court dismissed both the appeal and the cross-appeal. Both the primary judge 
and the Full Court noted that it was impermissible for the Court to review the merits of 
the Tribunal’s findings that Mr Simmons moved to Sydney for personal reasons and that 
therefore, pursuant to s 8(10)(a), he was no longer entitled to the ORG allowance. The 
Tribunal found that if the applicant was not incapacitated for work he would have moved 
to Sydney for personal reasons in any event. In those circumstances he would not have 
received the ORG allowance and his NWE as calculated under the other subsections of  
s 8 would exceed the earnings he would have received if he was not incapacitated. Thus 
his NWE was reduced by removing the ORG allowance while he remained employed by 
the Commonwealth.

However, once Mr Simmons became a former employee, ss 8(10)(b) provides that in 
checking that their NWE is not exceeded, the comparator is the greater of what the 
employee was to receive if she/he had continued to be employed by the Commonwealth 
in the employment in which she/he was engaged at the date of the injury and the 
amount the employee would receive if she/he continued to be employed by the 
Commonwealth if his or her employment had not ceased. In Mr Simmons’s case the 
greater of those two comparators was his earnings at the time of the injury which 
included the ORG allowance. At the time Mr Simmons ceased his employment with the 
Commonwealth he was employed in the counter-terrorism unit in the AFP and according 
to ss 8(1)(b)(ii) he was not entitled to the ORG allowance. Had he continued in that 
employment he would have continued not to be entitled to the allowance by reason of  
s 8(10)(a). However, by ceasing his employment with the Commonwealth he had 
become entitled to the allowance again. 

Comcare submitted that the primary judge’s construction of s 8(10)(b) would entitle Mr 
Simmons to a windfall which he was not entitled to. In answer to this argument Perry 
J quoted Dowsett J in John Holland Group Pty Ltd v Robertson (2010) 185 FCR 566 at 
580: 

The concept of windfall contemplates there being a correct level of compensation 
against which the outcomes produced by different constructions of the Act may 
be measured. Such an approach is logically flawed. It is the construction of the Act 
which fixes the intended level of compensation. There is no other standard against 
which a particular outcome can be compared.

 Griffiths and Fisher JJ agreed with this reasoning.

The Full Federal Court in John Holland Group Pty Ltd v Robertson (2010) 185 FCR 566 
(paragraphs 75 and 76) stated:

Section 8(10)(b) involves different considerations. It assumes continuation of either 
the pre-injury employment or other actual employment undertaken subsequent to 
the injury with the same employer. The decision-maker is not directed to assume 
that the employee was not incapacitated. The inquiry pursuant to s 8(10)(b)
(ii) involves only consideration of the employee’s actual employment at the date 
at which he or she ceased to be employed by the employer and of the earnings 
which would have been derived had the employee been in such employment in the 
week for which he or she is to be compensated. It seems unlikely that the basis 
for comparison was meant to be anything other than actual earnings, adjusted 
to reflect changes in circumstances between the cessation of employment and 
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date of calculation. In particular, it seems unlikely that it was intended that the 
actual terms of employment were to be ignored, and the calculation based on the 
notional employment at rates payable to persons in a particular trade, calling or 
classification.

I also see no reason for requiring such a notional exercise in connection with  
s 8(10)(b)(i). The section contemplates the notional continuation of the previous 
employment. The purpose of the notional extension is to identify likely earnings 
in the event that such employment had been so extended. The section does not 
contemplate the notional formulation of conditions of employment which had never 
existed. The decision-maker must simply take the terms of employment applicable 
to the employee at the date of injury and inquire as to likely earnings pursuant to 
those terms as at the date of calculation. 

This reasoning is certainly not inconsistent with the Court’s reasoning in Simmons. By 
contrast, in the Tribunal decision of Re Spurr v Comcare (1999) 28 AAR 424 the Tribunal 
noted that s 8(10)(b) required an assumption that the employee would have continued 
in the Commonwealth’s employment and that the decision-maker would ‘… then 
consider what circumstances resulting in the payment of allowances, overtime or the like 
would have existed from time to time. As this case well illustrates, making the additional 
assumption that an employee’s duties would have remained unchanged, could have an 
absurd and obviously unintended result’ (428). 

Similarly the Tribunal in Warnock v Comcare [2008] AATA 567 stated at 33:

…it would be absurd if a person was entitled to compensation greater than if he 
had remained employed by the Commonwealth (Bortolazzo). Equally, it would be an 
absurd construction if a person continued to have, for example, allowances applied 
which would not have applied or not continued to have applied had the person 
remained in employment with the Commonwealth. This is particularly so where a 
police officer may be posted for a period of time, and, as could be expected, the 
person then posted to another work group owing to the nature of government 
service … Therefore if the power of s 8(10)(b) is not interpreted logically and flexibly, 
then there could be a result where two former employees in somewhat the same 
circumstances could be treated differentially. 

Comcare further submitted that s 8(10)(b) requires an assessment of actual earnings 
adjusted to reflect changes in circumstances between the cessation of employment and 
the date of calculation having regard inter alia to the actual terms of employment. It was 
argued that the words ‘would receive’ require the decision-maker to project forward in 
time to determine what that employee would fairly and realistically have received post-
injury under the pre-injury terms of engagement. Comcare argued that this requirement 
to look forward in time was supported by the fact that ss 8(6) to (9G) require NWE to be 
adjusted having regard to post-injury circumstances.

The Full Court rejected this argument. First, Perry J determined, and Justices Flick 
and Griffiths agreed, that the words ‘would receive’ in s 8(10)(b) must be read in their 
context:

Those words occur as part of the phrase “would receive if he or she had continued 
to be employed by the Commonwealth or the licensed corporation in the 
employment in which he or she was engaged at the date of the injury”. In the case 
of s 8(10)(b)(i) … as such … the assessment requires to be made by the words 
“would receive” must be made on the basis of an explicit statutory assumption. 
Those assumptions, in turn, will be contrary to the facts in every case to which  
s 8(10)(b) applies because s 8(10)(b) is attracted only where the employee has in 
fact ceased to be employed by the Commonwealth or a licensed corporation. 

At [75] of judgment Her Honour held that this was supported by the phrase ‘if the 
amount of the NWE of an employee before an injury, as calculated under the preceding 
subsections’ in the umbrella paragraph to ss 8(10)(a) and (b). 

Secondly, Her Honour said the calculation of NWE constitutes only one element in 
the formula contained in ss 19(2) and (3). The other element is actual or deemed 
earnings (AE). Relevantly, in calculating AE where the employee has been found to have 
failed to accept an offer of suitable employment under s 19(4)(b) (which the Tribunal 
appears to have found), s 19(4)(f) requires the decision-maker to take into account the 
reasonableness of the employee’s conduct in all of the circumstances in determining 
the amount that represents actual deemed earnings. The suitable employment that Mr 
Simmons was said to have declined was the opportunity to continue in the ORG group 
as a project officer in Canberra instead of choosing to move to Sydney [at para 76].
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Perry J concluded that an allowance had already been made by Parliament to deal with 
the circumstance where suitable employment had been declined by a worker in the 
calculation of compensation and that it did so in a way that allowed Comcare to take 
account of the reasonableness of the failure which they would be unable to do if the 
amount is simply excluded from the calculation in s 8(10).

In support of this point, Perry J noted that if ‘reasonableness’ of the failure to take up 
suitable employment had been considered under s 19(4) the decision-maker would have 
had to take account of any benefits that Mr Simmons may derive from remaining in 
Sydney. However, this sort of consideration was precluded if the ORG allowance was to 
be subtracted under s 8(10)(b) and this would be unfair to the employee.

Thirdly, Her Honour held that if a failure to accept suitable employment could be taken 
into account in calculating NWE under s 8(10) then that failure would be counted twice 
in the overall formula provided by s 19. 

Fourthly, the inter-relationship between NWE and AE is confirmed by the purpose 
of the adjustments which s 8 of the Act requires be made to the initial calculation of 
NWE under s 8(1). Section 8(10) should be read in the context of ss 8(6) to 8(9G). 
Those subsections allow for various adjustments to be made to NWE for the apparent 
purpose of ensuring to the extent possible that NWE for the real value at the time of the 
employee’s likely earnings on the hypothesis that he or she had not suffered the injury 
but continued in his or her pre-injury employment.

Comcare further submitted that the reference to the term employment in ss (10) 
referred to Mr Simmons’s pre-injury employment as a Federal Agent in the AFP rather 
than as an officer in the ORG of the AFP. Perry J rejected this submission and held that it 
‘ignores the terms under which Mr Simmons was engaged at the time of the injury as an 
element of the description of his employment and instead describes his employment at a 
level of generality that is inconsistent with the construction adopted in John Holland’.

Finally Her Honour noted that ‘the logical result of Comcare’s approach (as Comcare 
accepted) is that Mr Simmons would have failed to be entitled to the ORG allowance 
under the determination if an assessment had been made post-injury that he no longer 
met the fitness requirements of a member of the ORG unit, and his NWE reduced 
accordingly. However, that construction would mean that if physical fitness is a term of 
employment, then the incapacity itself may disentitle the employee from compensation 
– a result which is inconsistent with the objects of the Act.

The decision in Simmons leads to the odd result that Mr Simmons was not compensated 
for the allowance he was receiving at the time of his injury once he made the decision 
to move to another section of the AFP, but he became entitled to it again once he 
left Commonwealth employment. Assuming his AE remained static between jobs Mr 
Simmons would be entitled to more compensation once he departed Commonwealth 
employment. As noted by Flick and Griffiths JJ, this is ‘a consequence of the statutory 
language employed by the legislature’. As such any ‘anomaly’ which arises in calculating 
incapacity payments cannot be easily remedied by the Court.

Actual earnings from self-employment

The definition of AE in s 19 of the SRC Act provides that the decision-maker must 
take into account the greater of either what the employee is able to earn in suitable 
employment or what the employee earns from any employment undertaken by 
the employee. Determining the amount a former employee earns from his or her 
employment or is able to earn becomes particularly problematic when the employee 
engages in self-employment after ceasing Commonwealth employment.

The leading case in determining the method which should be engaged in working out 
earnings when the employee is engaged in her/his own business is the High Court 
decision of Cage Development Pty Ltd v Schubert (1983) 151 CLR 584. Schubert dealt 
with s 11 of the NSW Workers’ Compensation Act 1926. Though not identical to the 
definition of AE under the SRC Act, the relevant provision in the NSW legislation provided 
a similar definition: 

The average weekly amount he is earning, or is able to earn in some suitable 
employment or business after the injury.

Mr Schubert was partially incapacitated through a work injury. After his injury he 
operated a successful business in partnership with his wife carting and delivering fuel 
in the Canberra and Queanbeyan area. The High Court held that the average weekly 
amount payable to Mr Schubert was to be ascertained by ‘considering what services 
the worker actually performed in the business and what those services would have been 
worth if instead of serving himself he had been serving an employer or, put in another 
way, what he would have had to pay another for those services.’
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The High Court cited with approval the earlier case of J & H Timbers Pty Ltd v Nelson 
(1972) 126 CLR 625. In Nelson it was held that the amount that a worker is earning 
or is able to earn in their own business is a reference to the amount which they are 
earning by their physical and mental exertion. The High Court in Schubert held that 
the circumstances of the particular case will indicate what way or ways are open for 
calculating what a worker in their own business can earn or is earning or is able to earn 
and that it is undesirable to confine the decision-maker within strict limits or artificial 
rules laid down in advance by an appellate court.

The majority in Nelson held that the onus of proving the difference between the weekly 
amount which the worker would probably have been earning but for the injury and the 
average weekly amount he was earning or was able to earn after the injury rested upon 
the worker seeking the award and not upon the employer opposing the application.

In the Tribunal the question of onus is less rigid in that the rules of evidence do not apply 
and neither party generally speaking carries an onus to prove – MIEA v Wu Shan Liang 
(1996) 185 CLR 259.

However, where the former employee is unable to show that the actual earnings 
from his or her business are lower than the NWE, it may be difficult for the employee 
to secure partial incapacity payments. In Re Kemal Gurpinar and Commonwealth 
of Australia [1990] AATA 117 the Tribunal held that payment for compensation for 
partial incapacity is measured by the amount of income able to be earned compared 
to what was previously earned. The Tribunal in that matter found that the applicant’s 
evidence was unreliable and that there was therefore no evidence of any satisfactory 
or acceptable nature of what could be said to be an accurate statement of the net 
earnings of the applicant in his self-employment. The Tribunal referred to Jacobs J in 
Commonwealth v Muratore (1978) 141 CLR 296 at page 300 where he stated ‘It has 
always been recognised that incapacity for work is only relevant where it produces an 
economic incapacity’. Relying on this statement the Tribunal made a Jones v Dunkel 
inference against the applicant and found that in all the circumstances it was unable 
to conclude that the applicant had suffered any incapacity and therefore affirmed the 
decision under review.

How is the employee’s labour to be valued?

The decision-maker is more often than not faced with a very difficult task in assessing a 
self-employed former employee’s labour value.

Another issue which faces the decision-maker in ascertaining what the employee’s 
actual earnings from self-employment are, is the factors which ought to be taken into 
account in calculating what the employee earns through personal exertion.

In circumstances where the worker is a sole trader and the income earned by 
his business is all due to his personal exertion, that calculation is simpler than in 
circumstances where the employee is either in partnership with other family members or 
employs third parties in the course of the business. 

However, even where the employee is a sole trader in a relatively simple business 
structure, the net profit of the business is not necessarily the best measure of the 
person’s earnings (Re Warnock and Comcare [2008] AATA 567 at 44). It is not unusual 
to attribute expenditure to a business which the employee would have to treat as 
personal income if the business which employed him or her was at arms-length. On the 
other hand, if income is earned by way of capital return on an investment the worker 
put into the business, rather than by his or her personal exertion, the income is not 
necessarily income earned by the employee.

The amount shown on the employee’s personal tax return is also rarely a reliable way of 
determining what the employee’s actual earnings from week to week are. The fact that 
the employee is not at arms-length from the business entity which employs him or her 
raises issues as to whether the ‘wages’ paid by the business fairly represent the amount 
that the employee is earning (Re Hooper v Comcare [2001] AATA 548; Re Abuckle and 
Comcare [2005] AATA 820).

For these reasons the gross income of the business is also relevant in determining an 
employee’s ability to earn (Re Hooper and Comcare (2001) 33 AAR 326 at [15], [35] 
and [36]).

Given the many and varied factors and considerations which need to be taken into 
account in determining what the income earned by a former employee’s personal 
exertion in his/her business is, it is helpful to examine the different approaches taken by 
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the Tribunal in a number of cases. Below is a summary of cases which have dealt with 
AE for self-employed former employees.

Court case law3

In Comcare v Davies [2008] FCA 393 the applicant was a teacher of Indonesian. She 
suffered a psychiatric injury in the course of her employment. She resigned her job 
with the ACT Department of Education and set up her own business, Bali Gardens. 
The business made a loss for a number of successive years. Comcare contended, 
as an alternative to their main contention (which was that the applicant was not 
incapacitated for work) that she had an ability to earn demonstrated by the fact that 
she was running the business, Bali Gardens, and that the loss she was making in the 
business was irrelevant in calculating her AE. The Tribunal found that Ms Davies was 
partially incapacitated for work and that she was entitled to ongoing partial incapacity 
payments. However, it held that her AE for the relevant years was nil. On appeal to the 
Federal Court, the Court held that the Tribunal had wrongly equated profit made by the 
business with the applicant’s ability to earn. The Court accepted the principle that in 
some circumstances actual net earnings might be seen as reflecting an ability to earn as 
it was held in Schubert. However, the Tribunal’s decision did not identify what evidence 
it was relying upon to come to the conclusion that the applicant’s earning capacity was 
nil and therefore the principle from Schubert could not be relied upon. The decision was 
set aside. 

Martino v Blackistons Ltd; QBE Insurance (Vic.) Ltd [1998] VCC 8 is a decision 
outside the Commonwealth jurisdiction which nonetheless provides useful discussion 
of alternative methods which can be used in working out ability to earn. The Court 
considered three methods. First the actual profit or loss of the business, secondly the 
value of the plaintiff’s work to the business, and thirdly the amount of drawings received 
by the plaintiff during the relevant financial year. The third method was held to be 
inappropriate as drawings cannot represent an appropriate method of calculating current 
weekly earnings as, in circumstances where the transaction is not at arms-length, 
it bears no relationship to the value of the work performed by the employee or the 
profitability of the enterprise. The case involved a plaintiff who ran a number of trucks in 
the trucking business. He drove trucks himself and paid other drivers between $45,000 
and $50,000 to drive other trucks. After his injury he was no longer able to drive a truck. 
The role of managing the business was also taken over to a certain degree by his son 
and his wife. 

The Court held that it was inappropriate to look at the profit and loss figures for 
the business to ascertain the applicant’s earning ability because the level of income 
depended upon the availability of work, the weather conditions and the cost of 
maintaining and purchasing capital equipment. The Court therefore found that it was of 
no assistance to treat the profit and loss of the business as a measure of the plaintiff’s 
current weekly earnings. The Court held that the only sensible and fair way to assess the 
plaintiff’s earning capacity was to put a value on the plaintiff’s work to the business. In 
working out that value the judge acknowledged that it is a difficult task to calculate an 
appropriate amount but he was able to do so by examining the tasks carried out by the 
applicant in the business, by the number of hours a week he spent on business affairs, 
the evidence given by the applicant’s wife about his involvement in the work and the 
cost of what someone else would have to be paid to do the tasks the applicant was 
doing.

Evidence necessary to calculate AE

The evidence which needs to be called to establish an injured worker’s actual earnings in 
self-employment would vary depending on which method is to be engaged to calculate 
earning capacity. It is clear from the decision in Nelson as well as a number of the 
cases discussed above, that it is incumbent upon the applicant to present all available 
documents related to the finances of his or her business, as the onus of establishing 
what the employee’s earning capacity is, lies primarily with the employee. Failing to 
fully disclose the financial records of the business runs the risk of having a Jones v 
Dunkel inference drawn against the employee. Similarly evidence from the accountant 
or bookkeeper who keeps the business’s accounts, partners in the business, employees 
in the business or other family members involved in the business, can be useful 
corroboration of the employee’s evidence about his or her involvement in the business.

Depending on the complexity of the business structure, evidence may need to be 
called from a forensic accountant. Such evidence is particularly important in the 

3   The full paper, available on request, also discusses the tribunal decisions of KCZH and Comcare [2009] 
AATA 861, Re Hooper and Comcare [2001] AATA 548, Arbuckle and Comcare [2005] AATA 820, Warnock 
and Comcare [2008] AATA 567.
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respondent’s case where there is suspicion that the employee enjoys benefits out of 
the business other than wages. Benefits such as the use of motor vehicles, payments 
into superannuation funds, income splitting with spouses who do not necessarily work 
in the business, family trust payments, and payments for personal expenses by the 
business as fringe benefits, may not be easily detectable without the assistance of a 
forensic accountant. On the other hand an applicant may be able to legitimately show, 
with support from an expert witness such as a forensic accountant, that some of the 
generated income is due to the investment of capital in the business and not the result 
of personal exertion. 

If the method of valuing the worker’s labour to the business is to be used to ascertain 
AE, then evidence may need to be called from:

• a forensic accountant expert in the cost of remuneration packages; or 

• a remuneration expert; or 

•  a rehabilitation expert with experience in placing injured workers in the particular 
labour market in which the worker operates. 

Statistical data from the ABS website, or various business councils’ surveys may also be 
useful but interpretation and analysis of them is best left to expert witnesses. The raw 
data from these surveys is difficult to rely upon without analysis and comment from an 
expert witness.

In some cases it may also be useful to tender documentary evidence by way of an award 
or a certified agreement which shows what other workers performing the same tasks as 
the injured employee are earning.

Conclusion

The SRC Act makes different provisions for the calculation of the NWE of former 
employees as distinct from those of ongoing employees. As recently demonstrated by 
the Full court of the Federal Court decision of Simmons these different provisions can 
lead to incongruous results which may or may not have been intended by the legislature.

Special challenges also arise in the calculation of actual or deemed earnings (AE) of 
former employees who engage in self-employment following an injury. Practitioners 
need to familiarise themselves with the multi-factorial approaches of courts and tribunals 
to these calculations and present appropriate evidence to the decision-maker to 
corroborate their client’s position and facilitate what is often a difficult decision to make.
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three CONTRACT-BASED CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR 
WORK ACT POST BARKER
by Ingmar Taylor SC1

In September 2014 the High Court decided it was not prepared to find that an 
employee’s rights at common law include a contractual implied term of mutual trust and 
confidence, noting that such a term was a matter more appropriate for the legislature 
than for the courts to determine.2 From at least 1900 Australian legislatures have sought 
to regulate contracts of employment.3 Legislative involvement increased significantly 
at a federal level with the WorkChoices amendments which overlaid the contract of 
employment with a series of minimum legislative benefits. It is an approach that has 
been continued and added to by the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (the FW Act).

This paper brings attention to three particular ways by which the FW Act provides 
statutory remedies arising from a contract of employment.

Breach of contract – s 323

In two recent cases the Federal Court has determined that a failure to make a payment 
due under a contract of employment amounts to a breach of the FW Act giving rise to a 
right to seek a penalty and a right to seek an order for back-payment. 

In the first case, Murrihy v Betezy.com.au Pty Limited4 an employee commenced 
proceedings alleging a failure to pay her commission payments, bonuses and short 
payments of salary due under her contract. She alleged amongst other matters, that 
these failures amounted to a contravention of s 323 of the FW Act. 

In the second case, APESMA v Wollongong Coal Ltd,5 APESMA, a registered organisation, 
alleged that multiple employees of two related coal mining companies had not been paid 
bonuses that they were due pursuant to the terms of their contracts of employment and 
sought penalties and orders for compensation relying again on s 323.

Section 323 is in the following terms:

(1)   An employer must pay an employee amounts payable to the employee in relation 
to the performance of work:

  (a)  in full (except as provided by s 324); and

  (b)   in money by one, or a combination, of the methods referred to in ss (2); 
and

  (c)  at least monthly.

    Note 1: This subsection is a civil remedy provision (see Part 41).

     Note 2:  Amounts referred to in this subsection include the following if they 
become payable during a relevant period:

  (a) incentivebased payments and bonuses;

  (b) loadings;

  (c) monetary allowances;

  (d) overtime or penalty rates;

  (e) leave payments.

Section 323 addresses the same mischief as addressed by the ‘Truck Acts’ as they had 
come to exist in each State.6 That mischief was described by the High Court7 as being 
“that an employee’s entitlement to payment for work might be compromised by an 
employer requiring the employee to accept some form of payment in kind of less value 

1   State Chambers. This paper was originally prepared for the Industrial Relations Society of South Australia 
2014 Annual Convention on 17 October 2014, and subsequently presented at a seminar jointly hosted by 
the Law Society of Tasmania and the Law Council of Australia on 26 March 2015.

2  Commonwealth Bank of Australia v Barker [2014] HCA 32 at [40].
3  Truck Act 1900 (NSW); Truck Act 1899 (WA); Wages Act 1918 (Qld), Part III – Truck; Truck Act 1900 (ACT).
4  [2013] FCA 908.
5  [2014] FCA 878.
6   See Construction Forestry Mining & Energy Union v Mammoet Australia Pty Ltd (2013) 248 CLR 619 at 

634 [45], referring to the Industrial Relations Act 1996 (NSW), ss 117–118; Victorian Workers’ Wages 
Protection Act 2007 (Vic), ss 6–7; Fair Work Act 1994 (SA), s 68; Industrial Relations Act 1999 (Q), ss 391–
393; Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA), ss 17B–17D; Industrial Relations Act 1984 (Tas), 
s 51. Note, prior to the commencement of the Fair Work Act 2009 the issue of method and frequency of 
payment in respect of employees covered by Federal legislation tended to be dealt with by State legislation 
as a consequence of subs 16(3)(h) of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 which had the effect of preserving 
State legislation in respect of “the method of payment of wages and salaries”.

7   Construction Forestry Mining & Energy Union v Mammoet Australia Pty Ltd (2013) 248 CLR 619 at 634 
[45].
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than the payment of money foregone”. However, whilst replacing the ‘Truck Acts’ s 323 
appears to be broader in its import, not being limited to merely preventing unauthorised 
“deductions” but requiring payments to be made “in full” when they “become payable”. 

In both Betezy and Wollongong Coal the Applicants’ case was based upon the failure of 
the employer to make payment “in full”. 

In the Betezy case Jessup J considered a failure to pay commission due under the 
Applicant’s contract of employment to be “clearly” a contravention of s 3238 (although 
the point was not argued as the employer accepted that a failure to pay entitlements, if 
established, would involve a contravention of s 323). At [142] Jessup J said:

A significant innovation introduced by the FW Act was the imposition of an 
obligation upon a “national system employer” (such as each of the respondents 
was) to pay its employees amounts payable to them in relation to the performance 
of work in full at least monthly: s 323(1) of the FW Act. Thus the legislation picks 
up, amongst other things, entitlements arising under contracts of employment and 
gives statutory consequences to an employer’s failure to make good on them. In 
this respect, s 323(1) is a civil remedy provision.

The decision in Wollongong Coal involved an application by the Respondents to strike 
out the proceedings on the basis that a failure to make payments due under a contract 
could not amount to a breach of s 323. Buchanan J rejected the submission. He held 
that he should approach the question of construction of s 323 in conformity with the 
views expressed by Jessup J both as a matter of comity but also because Buchanan 
J “regarded the language of s 323 as sufficiently wide to accommodate the present 
proceedings”. His Honour went on to say that he did not accept the more confined 
construction advanced by the Respondents which limited s 323 to cases involving 
unauthorised deductions.9

A failure to comply with s 323 is a failure to comply with a “civil remedy provision”. 
That has two consequences. First, each failure gives rise to a potential penalty of up to 
$51,000 in respect of a corporate employer under s 546. Second, the Federal Court or 
Federal Circuit Court has power under s 545 to make such order of compensation as it 
considers appropriate. Subsection 545(2) makes clear that the court’s powers extend to 
a power to make an order compensating a person for loss arising from a contravention 
of a civil remedy provision. Accordingly, upon a failure to pay “in full” contrary to s 323 
the federal Courts can both impose a penalty and order the employer to pay the amount 
underpaid plus interest. Further, while not authoritatively determined, it seems clear that 
such power to award compensation extends to those “involved in” the contravention 
pursuant to s 550.10 Hence in cases where the employer is insolvent such orders might 
be sought against directors or managers if it can be shown they were “involved in” the 
contravention.

It has long been the case that underpayments due under an industrial instrument can 
be pursued by a union or employee before a Court with appropriate jurisdiction and, at 
the discretion of the applicant, penalties for breach of the industrial instrument can be 
sought at the same time. 

Traditionally, underpayments due under a contract of employment could not be 
pursued in the same way. They had to be pursued by way of common law proceedings 
commenced in the name of the employee before a court of general jurisdiction where 
costs are usually awarded in favour of the successful party.

Betezy and Wollongong Coal are significant in that they establish that a union can 
commence proceedings on behalf of an employee or multiple employees (or an 
employee can commence proceedings in his or her own name) seeking penalties and 
orders for back payment for a failure by an employer to comply with a contractual 
obligation.

Further, these proceedings can be brought before a court that ordinarily deals with 
employment and industrial matters. If only penalties are sought they can include 
“an eligible State or Territory Court” as defined by the FW Act. Where orders for 
compensation are also sought then the proceedings need to be brought before a Federal 
Court or Federal Circuit Court: see s 545(2).

8  At [119].
9  At [36].
10   As was done in McDonald v Il Migliore Pty Limited (No 2) [2014] FCCA 1110 and TWU (NSW) v No 

Fuss Liquid Waste Pty Ltd [2011] FCA 982 although in each case the question of the court’s power to 
award compensation against accessories was not argued. In the latter case Flick J did not accept the 
power granted by s 545(1) extended to a power to ban a director, but expressed no concern regarding 
other proposed consent orders by which the directors were required to pay compensation in addition to 
penalties. Some have questioned whether a power to award compensation against accessories exists, 
noting paragraph [2177] of the EM which appears to say it does not, notwithstanding the broad power 
conferred by s 545. Cf AFMPUIU v Beynon [2013] FCA 390 at [21].
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Where an employer fails to make a contractually due payment to a number of employees 
then there is the real likelihood that each failure to pay amounts to a separate breach, 
each with a maximum penalty of $51,000. This seems to follow from the Full Court 
decision in QR Ltd v CEPU11 which held that s 557 (which deems multiple contraventions 
arising out of a single course of conduct to be a single contravention) does not apply 
to consolidate breaches of the same term in different industrial instruments. That is not 
to say that a court would not take into account that a failure by an employer to pay in 
accordance with a particular clause contained in multiple contracts was akin to a single 
contravention, applying the principle of totality. 

Conclusion

There are many employees in Australia who, whilst covered by an industrial instrument 
such as a Modern Award, or who are Award free, have conditions of employment set by 
a contract of employment. The significance of the Betezy and Wollongong Coal decisions 
is that unions, or employees on their own behalf, appear to have a readily available 
remedy to pursue underpayments that arise from contracts of employment with national 
system employers which allows claims to be pursued in a manner not relevantly different 
to an underpayment under an award or enterprise agreement. In particular:

• A union can be an applicant on behalf of the employee(s);

• Penalties can be sought for the underpayment;

• Orders can be sought for the moneys due to be paid plus interest;

• Orders can be made against accessories (which is useful if the employer is insolvent);

•  Such claims can be sought before Courts which specialise in industrial and 
employment matters; and

•  Such claims are brought in a ‘no costs’ jurisdiction (where costs cannot be awarded 
other than as permitted by s 570 of the FW Act).

A note of caution

At this early stage in the development of this jurisprudence caution should be taken. 
While not preferred by Buchanan J, there are arguments in favour of reading s 323 
in a narrow fashion, restricting it to a traditional ‘Truck Act’ type provision, and it 
is possible an appeal court may prefer that narrow construction. Accordingly, it is 
recommended that until the jurisdiction is confirmed a more cautious approach be taken 
of commencing such proceedings in the name of an employee and have that employee 
claim in the alternative the amounts due under their contract of employment under 
common law.

Sections 542 and 543 – entitlements under contract

Sections 542 and 543 of the FW Act permit employees employed by a ‘national system 
employer’ who have an entitlement under a contract to seek to enforce that contractual 
term as if it were a statutory entitlement under the FW Act. This provides a mechanism 
in addition to s 323 to enforce both monetary and non-monetary contractual 
entitlements provided they fall within the definition of “a safety net contractual 
entitlement”.

Sections 542 and 543 are as follows:

 542  Entitlements under contracts

   (1)  For the purposes of this Part, a safety net contractual entitlement of a 
national system employer or a national system employee, as in force from 
time to time, also has effect as an entitlement of the employer or employee 
under this Act.

   (2)  The entitlement has effect under this Act subject to any modifications, by a 
law of the Commonwealth (including this Act or a fair work instrument), a 
State or a Territory, of the safety net contractual entitlement.

 543   Applications for orders in relation to statutory entitlements derived from 
contracts

    A national system employer or a national system employee may apply to the 
Federal Court or the Federal Circuit Court to enforce an entitlement of the 
employer or employee arising under ss 542(1).

11  (2010) 204 IR 142 at [43]–[48].
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Key to their application is the expression a “safety net contractual entitlement”. That 
expression is defined in s 12 of the FW Act as follows:

Safety net contractual entitlement means an entitlement under a contract between an 
employee and an employer that relates to any of the subject matters described in:

• ss 61(2) (which deals with the National Employment Standards); or

• ss 139(1) (which deals with modern awards).

To be a safety net contractual entitlement the entitlement under the contract need only 
“relate to” any of the subject matters described in ss 61(2) and 139(1). They are in the 
following terms.

Subsection 61(2):

The minimum standards relate to the following matters:

• maximum weekly hours (Division 3);

• requests for flexible working arrangements (Division 4);

• parental leave and related entitlements (Division 5);

• annual leave (Division 6);

• personal/carer’s leave and compassionate leave (Division 7);

• community service leave (Division 8);

• long service leave (Division 9);

• public holidays (Division 10);

• notice of termination and redundancy pay (Division 11);

• Fair Work Information Statement (Division 12).

Subsection 139(1): A modern award may include terms about any of the following 
matters:

•  minimum wages (including wage rates for junior employees, employees with a 
disability and employees to whom training arrangements apply), and:

• (i)  skillbased classifications and career structures; and

• (ii)  incentivebased payments, piece rates and bonuses;

•  type of employment, such as fulltime employment, casual employment, regular 
parttime employment and shift work, and the facilitation of flexible working 
arrangements, particularly for employees with family responsibilities;

•  arrangements for when work is performed, including hours of work, rostering, notice 
periods, rest breaks and variations to working hours;

• overtime rates;

• penalty rates, including for any of the following:

 – employees working unsocial, irregular or unpredictable hours;

 – employees working on weekends or public holidays;

 – shift workers;

• annualised wage arrangements that:

 – have regard to the patterns of work in an occupation, industry or enterprise; and

 –  provide an alternative to the separate payment of wages and other monetary 
entitlements; and

 –  include appropriate safeguards to ensure that individual employees are not 
disadvantaged;

• allowances, including for any of the following:

 – expenses incurred in the course of employment;

 – responsibilities or skills that are not taken into account in rates of pay;

 –  disabilities associated with the performance of particular tasks or work in 
particular conditions or locations;

• leave, leave loadings and arrangements for taking leave;

• superannuation;

• procedures for consultation, representation and dispute settlement.
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Whilst clearly not exhaustive, the broad subject matter set out in those subsections, 
particularly ss 139(1), would capture most of the key terms of the usual contract of 
employment, including terms in respect of:

• remuneration including superannuation

• working hours

• leave

• dispute settlement.

Pursuant to s 542 each of these contractual entitlements “has effect as an entitlement 
of the employer or employee under this Act”. Section 543 enables the employee to apply 
to the Federal Court or Federal Circuit Court to enforce such an entitlement.

Like proceedings for contravention of s 323 discussed above, this means that an 
employee can rely on a contractual entitlement to: 

•  Bring proceedings before a Court with specialised knowledge of employment and 
industrial matters, namely the Federal Court or the Federal Circuit Court.

•  Bring proceedings which will be subject to the FW Act provisions in respect of costs, 
namely (subject to the exceptions in s 570) each party will bear their own costs, and

•  Having brought proceedings within jurisdiction add to them further claims in the 
court’s associated jurisdiction, which would include claims for breach of contract in 
respect of terms that are not themselves ‘safety net contractual entitlements’’.

There are, however, some important differences to proceedings brought under s 323:

•  A failure to pay a safety net contractual entitlement is not a contravention of a civil 
remedy provision, and accordingly:

 – There is no capacity to seek penalties.

 –  It does not trigger the Court’s broad powers in s 545 to make “any order that the 
Court considers appropriate”: the court’s powers are limited to orders to enforce 
the contractual entitlements; and

 – Orders cannot be made against accessories pursuant to s 550.

•  Proceedings have to be brought by the employee, and cannot be brought by a union 
on behalf of an employee.

•  The proceedings cannot be brought in “an eligible State or Territory Court”.

Part 3-1 – Employees are protected if they make complaints about their 
contract of employment

The Applicant in the Betezy proceedings had complained to the chief executive of her 
employer about a failure to pay her commission. She had said she would seek legal 
advice if she were not paid. Whilst it was contested, Jessup J was satisfied that the 
chief executive threatened the Applicant that if she took legal advice about her unpaid 
remuneration or commission she would be fired.12 The Applicant relied on s 340(1) of the 
FW Act which provides that a person must not take or threaten adverse action against 
another person because the other person has a workplace right or proposes to exercise 
a workplace right. Section 341 of the FW Act provides that a person has a workplace 
right if the person:

Is able to make a complaint or enquiry. . . in relation to his or her employment.

In Betezy the Applicant alleged that she was able make a complaint or enquiry in 
relation to her employment, namely to obtain legal advice about her rights in relation 
to remuneration and commission. Jessup J noted that the workplace right would clearly 
extend to situations where an employee makes an enquiry or complaint to his or her 
employer. His Honour had to consider whether the provisions extend to a situation 
where an employee might make a complaint or enquiry to his or her solicitor. At [142] 
Jessup J said the following:

In the present case, it was not the employer to whom the applicant proposed to 
make a complaint or inquiry: it was her solicitor. Indeed, she had been making 
complaints to her employer over an extended period. It was the inefficacy of those 
complaints, and the applicant’s frustrations with the respondents’ failure to address 
them, that led to her advising Mr Kay on 20 September 2011 that she proposed to 
seek legal advice. The question, therefore, is whether the seeking of legal advice 
falls within the connotation of a complaint or inquiry within the meaning of s 341(1)
(c)(ii). A significant innovation introduced by the FW Act was the imposition of an 

12  At [138].
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obligation upon a “national system employer” (such as each of the respondents 
was) to pay its employees amounts payable to them in relation to the performance 
of work in full at least monthly: s 323(1) of the FW Act. Thus the legislation picks 
up, amongst other things, entitlements arising under contracts of employment and 
gives statutory consequences to an employer’s failure to make good on them. In 
this respect, s 323(1) is a civil remedy provision. There is – and there would have 
been at the time of the introduction of this provision – no reason to assume that 
the employees for whose benefit s 323(1) was enacted would be confined to those 
in unionised sectors and occupations. Perhaps more than ever before, it must 
realistically be accepted that individual employees, without the benefit of union 
representation, will often need to seek their own advice and representation in 
relation to rights arising under federal industrial legislation.

Jessup J went on to state that he could think of no reason why the protection should 
not extend to an employee not represented by a union, stating:

That such an employee should be able to have recourse to his or her solicitor, 
without the fear of repercussions in the nature of “adverse action” taken by 
the employer, would be well within the purposes of the section as they may be 
perceived in the legislative context to which I have referred.13

His Honour concluded that the Applicant’s proposal that she would seek legal advice was 
a proposal to exercise a workplace right and as a consequence she was protected from 
any adverse action the employer might take because of that proposal.

Conclusion

The FW Act arms an employee, or a union representing employees, with a range of 
remedies and protections in respect of entitlements under a contract of employment. 

Most powerful is s 323 which, on the authority of Betezy and Wollongong Coal, when 
combined with s 545, creates a right for an employee to bring proceedings seeking a 
penalty and orders for compensation when an employer fails to pay an amount due 
under the contract in full when payable.

In the alternative or as an additional claim many contractual entitlements can also be 
pursued in the Federal Court or Federal Circuit Court as a deemed entitlement under the 
FW Act pursuant to ss 542 and 543.

An employee can make complaints about the failure to pay such entitlements and 
approach their solicitors to seek assistance in the knowledge that an employer would 
breach the Act if it took adverse action as a consequence.

13  At [143].
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Independent Commission against Corruption v Margaret Cunneen & Ors 
[2015] HCA 14

by Lani Carter1

Background
Ms Margaret Cunneen (“Ms Cunneen”) is a Deputy Senior Crown Prosecutor in New 
South Wales. It was alleged by an informant that, on 31 May 2014, Ms Cunneen and her 
son, Mr Stephen Wyllie (“Mr Wyllie”), counselled the girlfriend of Ms Cunneen’s son, Ms 
Sophia Tilley (“Ms Tilley”), to fake chest pains at the scene of a car accident in order to 
prevent Police from obtaining evidence as to her blood alcohol level. Ms Cunneen denied 
the allegation.

Summons
Ms Cunneen was served with a summons purportedly pursuant to ICAC’s powers under 
the Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988 (NSW) (“the Act”), alleging 
that she had so counselled Ms Tilley with the intention to pervert the course of justice. 
It was not alleged, however, that the alleged conduct had any effect on Ms Cunneen’s 
capacity to continue to do her job as Deputy Senior Crown Prosecutor. 

Procedural history
Ms Cunneen instituted proceedings in the Supreme Court of New South Wales, seeking 
a declaration that the summons was issued by the statutory body without power. It was 
argued that the alleged conduct was not “corrupt conduct” within the meaning of the 
Act. Section 8(2) of the Act contains the definition of “corrupt conduct”. Relevantly, the 
definition includes conduct which does or could “adversely affect” the exercise of official 
functions by a public official. 

Hoeben CJ, at first instance, determined that the alleged conduct did fall within the 
definition and dismissed the application. Ms Cunneen appealed the decision. 

The majority decision in the Court of Appeal (Basten and Ward JJA) allowed the appeal. 
They each considered that the conduct did not fall within the definition of “corrupt 
conduct” within the Act. Bathurst CJ, on the other hand, and in dissent, agreed with the 
conclusion reached by Hoeben CJ at first instance. 

ICAC sought special leave to appeal the Court of Appeal’s decision to the High Court. 
The argument was referred to a hearing of the Full Court, as if on appeal, to determine 
whether special leave should be granted and, if so, whether to allow the appeal. 

High Court decision 
ICAC argued that the reasoning of Bathurst CJ, in dissent, should be accepted. Ms 
Cunneen, on the other hand, argued that the High Court should affirm the reasoning 
adopted by the majority of the Court of Appeal. 

The majority of the High Court (French CJ, Hayne, Kiefel and Nettle JJ (Gaegler J 
dissenting)), found, as had Basten and Ward JJA, that the alleged conduct was not 
“corrupt conduct” within the meaning of the Act, although they reached this conclusion 
by different means from the majority of the Court of Appeal. In fact, the High Court 
criticised the reasoning process of the majority in the Court of Appeal as “susceptible to 
circularity.” 

The High Court considered that two alternative interpretations of “corrupt conduct” were 
available. The first option was that “adversely affect” could be read as conduct which 
adversely affects or which could adversely affect the probity of the exercise of an official 
function. Alternatively, it could mean conduct which adversely affects or which could 
adversely affect the efficacy of an exercise of an official function by a public official. 
The Court preferred the former interpretation, being that which was consistent with 
the ordinary understanding of corruption in public administration. Importantly, it was 
also the interpretation which was consistent with the objects of the Act. On the other 
hand, the latter interpretation would lead to the inclusion of “a broad array of criminal 
offences” which had nothing to do with an ordinary understanding of corruption in 
public administration. It would, in fact, lead to a jurisdictional cross-over with the powers 
ordinarily exercised by the Police, a possibility which had been explicitly excluded in the 
second reading speech. For example, it would be within ICAC’s powers to investigate the 
theft of a garbage truck in that, having lost the truck, the ability of that public official to 
collect garbage would be affected.

The Court said that any circularity in the reasoning of the Court below arose in that 
the majority had assumed the purpose of the Act and then reasoned that because a 
meaning of “adversely affect” limited to an effect on probity (rather than efficacy) was 
consistent with that purpose, that meaning was preferable. The Court said that it was 

1  Associate, Iles Selley Lawyers.CHAPTER III – AUTUMN 2015
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not possible to determine the meaning of “adversely affect” in unqualified terms as 
had been suggested by the Court of Appeal. Rather, the best that could be done was 
to adopt a construction of “relative consistency”, meaning both logical consistency 
throughout the Act and consistency with the objects of the Act.2

In the light of the majority’s conclusions, which did not accord with the manner in which 
either party had argued the appeal, special leave was granted with the appeal being 
treated as instituted and heard instanter, but dismissed with costs. 

Australian Communications and Media Authority v Today FM (Sydney) Pty 
Ltd [2015] HCA 4

On 4 March 2015, the High Court of Australia handed down its decision in Australian 
Communications and Media Authority v Today FM (Sydney) Pty Ltd, overturning the 
Full Court of the Federal Court’s decision which had restricted the Authority’s ability to 
regulate acts which it considered to amount to the commission of a criminal offence.

Today FM (Sydney) Pty Ltd (“Today FM”) held a broadcasting licence under the 
Broadcasting Service Act 1992 (Cth) (“the BCS Act”) regulated by the Australian 
Communications and Media Authority (“the Authority”). 

It was a condition of Today FM’s licence that it would not “use the broadcasting service 
in the commission of an offence against another Commonwealth Act or a law of a State 
or Territory” (“the Condition”). 

Breach of a licence condition can be enforced by a number of means at the Authority’s 
disposal and discretion including civil penalty order, prosecution for a criminal offence or 
administrative action including the suspension or cancellation of the licence in question. 

The facts
On 4 December 2012, two radio hosts employed by Today FM telephoned the King 
Edward VII Hospital in London (“the Hospital”) where the Duchess of Cambridge (“the 
Duchess”) had been admitted as an in-patient. The radio hosts represented that they 
were Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Charles and enquired about the Duchess. Information 
about the Duchess’ condition was divulged by a member of the Hospital staff, who had 
believed the telephone call to be genuine. The call was recorded without the Hospital or 
staff member’s consent and was subsequently played on air.

The Authority conducted an investigation into the telephone call and invited Today FM 
to make submissions as to whether it had committed an offence under s 11(1) of the 
Surveillance Devices Act 2007 (NSW) (which prohibited the recording and publication 
of a private conversation) thereby breaching a condition of its licence. Today FM did 
not accept that any offence had been committed, notwithstanding that it conceded 
permission had not been sought in advance of the telephone call. 

The Authority’s preliminary determination concluded that Today FM had used the 
broadcasting service in commission of an offence and as such was in breach of its 
licencing conditions. 

Federal Court 
Today FM sought a declaration in the Federal Court of Australia that the Authority was 
not authorised to find that it had breached the Condition and further sought to restrain 
the Authority from making a final determination on that issue until a court exercising 
criminal jurisdiction determined that the offence had been proven. Today FM argued that 
if the Authority did have the power to make such a determination, this amounted to an 
invalid conferral of judicial power.

The primary judge, Edmonds J, dismissed the application. 

His Honour concluded that the Authority was authorised to determine whether there 
had been a breach of a licence condition. In doing so, he said, the Authority was 
not determining criminal guilt as suggested by Today FM. Rather, their conclusions 
were reached in an administrative capacity. Edmonds J did not accept Today FM’s 
characterisation of the Authority’s power as “judicial”. 

Full Court of the Federal Court 
Today FM appealed the decision to the Full Court of the Federal Court. 

Before the appeal had been heard the Authority finalised its investigation and 
maintained the view expressed in its preliminary determination, namely that the 
broadcasting service had been used in the commission of an offence which amounted to 
a breach of the Condition. 

2  as required by Project Blue Sky Inc v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355.
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Allsop CJ, Robertson and Griffiths JJ in the Federal Court took a different view to 
Edmonds J. They concluded that in the absence of clear language, it could not be 
assumed that parliament had intended to confer a power to make an administrative 
determination regarding the commission of an offence. In reaching its decision, the 
Court relied upon the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim v Minister for Immigration, Local 
Government and Ethnic Affairs3 (“Lim”) establishing “the exclusively judicial character of 
the adjudgment and punishment of criminal guilt under Commonwealth law”4. 

The Court considered the terms of the Condition and concluded that the act of 
determining whether the commission of an offence had occurred was contrary to 
the Constitutional constraint expressed in Lim and that absent express words “the 
determination of whether or not a person has committed a criminal offence can 
generally only be determined by a court exercising criminal jurisdiction.” The Full Court 
considered that it would be peculiar if a finding were made that a breach had occurred 
and the licensee was later acquitted of charges. The Court set aside the Authority’s 
determination and the Orders of Edmonds J. The Court was not therefore required to 
express a view with respect to the second question: whether this power would amount 
to the illegitimate assignment of judicial power.

High Court
The Authority sought, and was granted, special leave to appeal to the High Court. 

The joint judgment of French CJ, Hayne, Kiefel, Bell and Keane JJ criticised the Full Court 
of the Federal Court’s expression of the principle to be drawn from Lim. They considered 
that the Full Court had expressed that principle more broadly than was warranted. They 
pointed out that the Condition did not require the Authority to determine whether an 
offence had been committed and certainly did not require a determination to be made 
on the balance of probabilities or even beyond reasonable doubt. The Authority was not 
constrained by the criminal standard of proof in forming an opinion. The formation of a 
view as to whether a breach had occurred was but a step in an administrative process 
and a precondition to the imposition of a sanction. 

The High Court did not agree that the words “commission of an offence” were to be read 
as meaning that a court exercising criminal jurisdiction had determined that the offence 
was proved as had been suggested by the Full Court of the Federal Court. 

In answer to the Full Court of the Federal Court’s concern with the incongruity of a 
determination by the Authority where the licensee is later acquitted in the criminal 
context, it was pointed out in the joint judgment that it is not uncommon for 
inconsistent decisions to be reached by different Courts applying either the civil or the 
criminal standard of proof. 

As Gageler J, explained in his separate judgment “An administrative body does not 
perform any part of that exclusively judicial function merely by making its own inquiry 
and determining for itself that a person committed a criminal offence.”5 He added that 
the legislation should be interpreted in a way which was “workable”.

Application of the decision 
This decision is significant and most likely a great relief for administrative bodies. 

As Gageler J pointed out,6 if the Authority had been required to await the determination 
of a criminal court as a precondition to exercising its functions, this would render much 
of the BCS Act unworkable. 

Clearly, this case turned on the provisions of the empowering legislation. However, as 
many “jurisdictional facts” which must be determined as a precondition to the exercise 
of disciplinary powers are expressed in terms of the “satisfaction” of the administrative 
body, this decision is likely to have broad application.7 

3  (1992) 176 CLR 1.
4   Chu Kheng Lim v Minister for Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 1 at 27 per 

Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ. 
5   Australian Communications and Media Authority v Today FM (Sydney) Pty Ltd [2015] HCA 4 per Gageler J 

at [63]. 
6  Ibid at [72].
7   Whereas factual preconditions expressed by use of the word “conviction of an offence” will likely be 

distinguishable and arguably invalid. 
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four TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA TIPS AND 
OBSERVATIONS
by Cameron Cooper1

9 STEPS TO EMAIL EXCELLENCE

As you stare at the latest deluge of emails flooding your inbox, there is some good news! 
Emails can be better managed. 

Here are nine tips to help you deal with the overload.

1. Cut out unnecessary messages

As a starting point, more lawyers and business people should think twice before sending 
an email. Too many messages are impersonal and can easily convey the wrong message, 
so are they really the best way of handling an internal matter or connecting with a 
client? Walking over to a colleague or catching up with a client face to face can often 
cut out the need for a string of emails – and deliver a better result.

2. Have some downtime

There are no prizes for sending the most emails, or for replying to them the fastest. 
Some celebrated entrepreneurs have a policy of only checking and responding to emails 
at certain times of the day. This helps avoid the risk of constantly interrupting important 
work to check frivolous emails. If you have a digital signature at the bottom of your 
email, it is one way to let people know that, for instance, you only check emails twice or 
three times a day. This manages their expectations, and reinforces your own policy.

3. Don’t forget training

In his role as a technology consultant, Adapt Training Solutions director Dermot Crowley 
has seen many law firms install sophisticated document-management systems that allow 
documents and emails to be filed by matter and shared across their teams. The problem, 
in many cases, is getting partners and lawyers to use these systems. 

“As a result, it is not unusual for me to work with partners and lawyers who have 
over-full inboxes because they do not or will not file when they should, or where they 
should,” Crowley says. To get the best results, it is imperative, he says, to conduct basic 
training so employees know how to use systems effectively.

4. Use smart search tools

A few years ago, IBM researchers conducted a study which found there are essentially 
two types of email filers: preparatory filers and opportunistic filers. The former create 
myriad folders and organise emails in categories, for example, by subject, by person, by 
matter, or even by date. The latter have just one or two folders and dump all their emails 
into them.

The upshot? IBM found that the highly organised preparatory filers took on average 58 
seconds to retrieve an email, while the opportunistic filers took just 17 seconds.

Why? Modern electronic storage systems have a secret weapon – SSS, or Search, Sort 
and Scroll – that can perform powerful searches within a large group of emails. It is often 
more efficient than having to conduct individual searches across a maze of folders.

5. File as you go

Not that being organised is always a curse. Crowley says in addition to taking on 
board IBM’s advice and reducing the number of folders you use to the bare minimum 
necessary, it is still important to file as you go, especially with matter emails. He 
advocates archiving or closing old matter files and just keeping your current matters in 
view.

 “And if your firm has a document-management system, use it for all filing. This will 
clear your mailbox, back up the emails and make matter emails accessible to others.”

6. Control your main inbox

Regardless of how many folders you set up, it is important to keep your main email 
inbox under some sort of control. Smart users often keep a maximum of 10 to 25 emails 
in their main inbox and file the others manually or using tools such as Outlook Rules. 

1  Editor of the Legal Practice Section Australian Law Management Group’s Law Management Hub.
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Others insist on clearing their inbox at the end of each day. Flagging emails also helps 
ensure you do not forget to address an important issue or miss a key deadline.

7. Use your calendar 

Synchronising emails and upcoming appointments makes sense and saves time. If 
you receive an email with details about a meeting, Outlook users can quickly set up a 
calendar item by clicking ‘Meeting’ on the menu ribbon to open a meeting dialogue box. 
Or you can drag the email to the calendar icon at the bottom left corner of Outlook, 
where it will open an appointment dialogue box. Doing so can save a lot of angst later – 
it means you won’t forget an appointment.

8. Ignore etiquette at your peril

Poor email etiquette can upset colleagues and clients and reflect on your 
professionalism. Some rules to remember include:

• Running a spell check to check for typos.

•  Refraining from using the ‘reply to all’ function when only the sender needs your 
response.

• Checking the tone of the email and waiting to reply if you are upset about an issue.

•  Avoiding sending large attachments. Compress them if possible, or use a Drop Box or 
a similar tool instead.

•  Signing off with an appropriate courtesy such as ‘thank you’. It just takes a second, 
but it can make a difference. 

9. Click on unsubscribe

Of course, one of the best ways to avoid email overload is to stop them in the first place. 
If you have subscribed to a lot of newsletters that keep generating annoying emails, 
consider unsubscribing from them. Likewise, you should be able to unsubscribe from 
many spam emails.

While there are many strategies to better manage emails, the biggest mistake is doing 
nothing. Crowley says in the modern, time-poor world there is no excuse for micro-
managing emails that you will probably never need again. 

By all means keep them just in case, but make it quick, and make finding them quick 
as well,” he says. “Once you let go of the old paradigms, the shackles that your 
filing system have bound around you will drop away and your life will just become 
easier!
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S Hot Topics in Commonwealth Compensation CPD event 22 May 2015 

Melbourne

Registrations are now open for the next Hot Topics in Commonwealth Compensation 
CPD and networking seminar, so please ensure that you register online fax or email a 
completed registration form soon, so that you do not miss out!
Date: Friday 22 May 2015
Place: AAT Registry, Level 16, HWT Tower, Southgate, 40 City Road, Southbank, Melbourne
Time: 8.30am for 9.00am – 1.00pm

Topics include:

•  The Tribunal is not bound by the rules of evidence, but ....! a presentation by John 
Wallace, Victorian Bar 

•  Reasonable administrative action, how to evaluate the ‘reasonableness’ of action and/
or manner – a debate between two barristers – Mark Carey, Victorian Bar (from the 
applicant’s perspective), and Cathy Dowsett, Victorian Bar (from the respondent’s 
perspective) 

•  Case preparation for conciliation conferences and hearings: how best to assist your 
client (as well as the Tribunal) – a presentation by two solicitors, Rachael James, 
Slater+Gordon Lawyers (from the applicant’s perspective), and Damian Clarke, Clarke 
Legal Lawyers & Consultants (from the respondent’s perspective)

The AAT President, the Hon Justice Duncan Kerr Chev LH, will chair the event.

If you have any queries please to do not hesitate to contact the Section Administrator: 
T: 02 6246 3722 
E: fedls@lawcouncil.asn.au

Fifth National Access to Justice and Pro Bono Conference 18–19 June 2015 
Sydney

The Law Council of Australia, the Law Society of New South Wales and the National 
Pro Bono Resource Centre will co-host the Fifth National Access to Justice & Pro Bono 
Conference in Sydney 18–19 June 2015. The program aims to create a dialogue about the 
various challenges and opportunities in access to legal services and pro bono work. 

The 2015 Conference will also celebrate the 800-year anniversary of the Magna Carta.

Click to register online and download the conference program.

About the Magna Carta 
The Magna Carta is the cornerstone of our legal system and its principles continue to 
influence the relationship between the judiciary and the state, access to justice and other 
fundamental human rights. The issuing of the Magna Carta (Latin for Great Charter) was a 
world-changing moment forced upon King John of England on 15 June 1215. 

The Magna Carta placed great limits on the King’s power not only in relation to the barons, 
but also the Church and free men living under royal rule. This historic event is rightfully 
seen as birthplace of the separation of powers, the foundation of the Westminster system 
of government, the basis upon which the rule of law was developed and the inspiration for 
international human rights law. This ancient concept that nobody, including government, is 
above the law – commemorated in the Magna Carta Memorial and gardens, Canberra – is 
enshrined in the Australian Constitution and guarded by our justice system. 

Australia has an unusual and active connection with the Magna Carta. Australia possesses 
the first authoritative version of the Magna Carta that was passed into law in 1297. All the 
others, including that first sealed by King John in 1215, were either annulled or regarded 
as advisory documents to guide monarchs, nobles and the people. Australia’s original 
Magna Carta, now on permanent display in Parliament House, Canberra, brings a relevance 
to the many occasions when the Magna Carta is cited in Australian court cases, in 
discussions about human rights, and about freedom of the individual. These have included 
cases involving asylum seekers, laws affecting freedom of movement, and even a parking 
case.

An illustrated volume of the Magna Carta – The Foundation of Freedom will be officially 
launched at the 2015 National Access to Justice & Pro Bono Conference. You may pre-
order your copy here.*

* Books will not be available until after the official launch.

If you or your firm are interested in sponsoring the conference, it offers sponsors and 
supporters the opportunity to engage directly with senior representatives from all areas of 
the law and justice sector in Australia and internationally. It also provides an opportunity 
to publicise the sponsor’s commitment to addressing some of the many challenges in 
improving access to justice. The Conference hosts encourage sponsors to support this very 
important social justice event. Download a copy of the Sponsorship Prospectus. Please 
contact Magdalena Malota for more information about supporting this event.

https://www4.eventsinteractive.com/lawcouncil/getdemo.ei?id=410474&s=_5D00Q6HL1
mailto:fedls%40lawcouncil.asn.au?subject=
https://www.etouches.com/2015najpbc
http://a2j15.com.au/docs/2015_Program_as_at_25_February_15.pdf
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/images/LCA-PDF/Events/Magna_Carta_Form.pdf
http://a2j15.com.au/docs/A2J_Sponsorship_Prospectus.pdf
mailto:magdalena.malota@lawsociety.com.au
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